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This pilot study investigated the usage of Feuerstein's (1980)
InstrUIrental Enricrurent with underprepared oollege students .

Open

admissions policies in oolleges and unlVersities have resulted in the
enrollment of many students who are underprepared to meet the academic
task danands.

Courses have been developed by the oolleges and

univp.rsities to remediate the academic deficits of underprepared
students. Remedial ...'ourses using traditional educational methods have
been Vl.rgely ineffective.

COgnitive process instruction (CPI) is an

area of educational research that recently began to receive increased
attention in the field of remedial education.

The goal of CPI has been

to develop th~ cognitive/thought processes of st~dents.

Feuerstein's

Instrumental Enricrurent (IE) is a CPI program which had success in
remediating tile thinking and learning deficits of adolescent students.
IE had not been used with a college population in the United States
priur to this study.

The major question was whether the use of IE

would enhance the thinking and learning skills of underpyepared oollege

student~ and , thus, increase their abilities to achieve satisfactorily
in college.

The study included 65 college student subjects

administratively defin€d as underprepared
16) .

(Fer

caq;>OSite soore below

The subjects were enrolled in four sections of a ·Success
viii

Strategies· course developP.d for underpreparoo students .

The 29

experimental subjects received approximately 13 hours of IE
instru.:tion.

The 36 control subjects received all

instruction in college

·'succes~

~:'valent

arrount of

strategies· such as goal setting,

decision making, and study skills.

The dependent variables were:

(a)

intelligence , as measured by the Nonverbal Battery of the
Lorge-'l'horndike Intellige'lce Test; (b)

SE'~f

concept, as measured by the

Tenness-=e Self Concept Scale (TSCS); (c) grad" point average (GPA); (d)
attrition/ withdrawal rate of students ; (e) descriptive data obtained
fran experimenter-<iesigned study habits questionnaire" and course
evaluatio ns.

An analysis of covariance was used to analyze the

Lorge-Tho rndike and TSCS pretest and posttest scores.

An analysis of

variance was used to analyze the GPA data; and the attrition data were
submi tted to a chi-square analysis.

A variety of appropriatP.

procedures (e.g., t-test, chi-sqJare, analysis of variance) were used
to ana : yze the descriptive data obtained fran the study habits
questionnaires and course evaluations.

No significant differences

between groups '>'ere found for the Lorge-Thorndike, TSCS, GPA, or
attrition rate analyses.

The GPA data analyses indicated that:

(a) mean GPA declined significantly across both groups when remedial
course grades were reroved fran overall GPA (F

= 55.15;

df

= 2,

88;

p<:.Ol); and (b) overall mean GPA declined significantly across both
groups fran the Fall 1981 tv Spring 1982

semest~rs

(F = 19.98;

df = 1, 40; p< .Oll. The only significant between group difference for

the descriptive data analyses indicated that the experinental groop
anti cipated and reported studying IlOre hoors per week than the control
group (F = 8.81; df = 1,40; p<.Oll.

ix

The GPA results were the reverse

of the hypothesizerl effect.
hours 'Nere oot clear.

'el"

~e>lsons for

the dif ferences in study

The hypothesis that IE """uld enhance the

thinking and learning skills of un<i2rprepared college students was oot
support.ed.

Three interpretati.<l!IS that together or separately may

account for the lack of a treatment effect 'Nere:

(al IE, as it was

applied in this study, was oot a valid or appropriate CPI intervention
with underprepared college student»; (bl the duration of the IE
treatment was inffilfficient to proouce the hypothesized effects; and/or
(cl the evaluation instrurrents 'Nere not seMitive to changes in the
experiIrental group students, if in fact changes did occur.

It was

re<Y"ll1lended that f uture research increase the duration of the IE
t r eatment; apply or develop more sensitive evaluation instrun~ts;
and/or consider

alte~native

pmgrans.

x

Chapter I
Introduction
The educational philosophy that all high school graduates should
have an opportunity to further their formal education has led to
widespread liberal and open admissions standards among public
institutlons of higher learning.

Once admitted t o a college or

university, many students find themselves underprepared tor meeting the
academic task demands.

In turn, rraay colleges and uni versi ties find

themselves underprepared for meeting the rerredial needs of students
lacking in study skills and imowledge of content (Cross, 1976; Roueche
&

Snow, 1977).

These "underprepared students" have been labeled as

"New Students," "disadvantaged," "socioeconomically deprived,"
"socially and culturally disadvantaged," "culturally poor," "poverty
stricken," "culturally ali ...nated," "high-risk," and "culturally
deprived" (Cross, 1976; Roueche & Wheeler, 1973; Maxwell, 1979).

In

this thesis these students will be refErred to as "underprepared
students" fcr descriptive, rather than diagnostic or classification
purposes.

Open admissions lreans a:<U"1 access for all to higher education
(Decker, Jody, Brings, 1976).

During the 1950s and 1960s colleges and

universities had moved away from previous nonselective admissions
policies due to a surplus of applicants for higher education (Cross,
1975; Roueche & Snow, 1977).

cross (l976) referred to the 50's and

60's era of selective admissions as, "the heyday of educational

2
rreritocracy" (p. 26).

Despi.te the sele ctive recruitIrent of students,

no /lDre than half of those freshrren admitted graduated fran the
selective institutions (Roueche & Snow, 1977).
Sarewhat adve rsely, the late 1960s alGo ,racKed a lTDVerrent to./ard
equal educational opportunity (Cross, 1976).

Increased financial aid,

the growth of camunity colleges, and a return to open admissions
policies virtually eliminated poverty and poor educational preparation
as a barrier to college access by the mid 1970s (Cross, 1976).

~l

(1979) suggested that declining enrollrrents during the 1970' s and the
threat of financial failure also influenced colleges to admit and
attempt to retain underprepared students.

In a survey of

13 ~ ~ity

colleges and 134 senio r colleges across the nation, Roueche and Snow
(1977) found 'hat 40 pe>:.::ent at public senior colleges and 18 .6 percent
of comunity colleges reported having an open admissions policy.
An area of research related to

prediction of college success.
student attrition .

open admissions has inllOlved the

"bst prediction research has focused on

Studies of attrition rates indicated that an

average of 40 to 50 percent of entering freshrren did not graduate fran
college (Bean, 1980; Cope and Hannah, 1975; Summerskill, 1962).
Ho..oever, variability aITOng attrition rates was wide, ranging fran 12 to
82 percent in the 3S studies reviewed by Summerskill (1962).
Prediction research has investigated those variables believed to
influence college oonpletion.

~ le

variables have included the academic

ability, personality, /lDtivation, goal ccmnittment, and background
characteristics of persisting versus non-persisting college students.
The results of the many studies using non-intellective predictors, such

3

as personality and background characteristics, have been inoonclusive
(Fishman, 1962; Margrain, 1978).

Twenty-one years ago, Fishman (1962)

found that the !TOst camon predictors of oollege success were hign
school grades and scores on standardized aptitude tests .

!>J.thoogh

screening applicants for admission is no longer the purpose of testing
in the open admissions college, test scores are still camonly used for
placing students, especially in the relatively large colleges (Roueche
&

Snow, 1977).
Many colleges have created special uevelo9f"!ntal or remadial

courses as the primary instructional response to t1.e influx of

underprepared students resulting fran open admissions.

Roueche and

Snow (1977) found that 93 percent of oamunity colleges and 78 percent
of the

four -~'ear

colleges were providing rem3dial courses.

'l'hey

further s tated that these figures indicated an increase in remadial
courses of !TOre than 35 percent over surveys conducted in 1973.

Roueche and Snow's opinion wan that the existence of remadial courses
did not necessarily result in an inproved success rate for
Wlderprepared students.
Despite the influx of llIldi>rprepared students and the increase in
remadial courses designed for t11em, many critics maintained that
college remadial courses were largel.l failures (Davis, Burkheiaer, and
Borders-Pa tterson, 1975; Maxwell, 1979; Roueche and Kirk, 1973; Roueche
and Pitman, 1972).

JI.s

a result of the past failures of oollege

renedial courses, the attention of college educators turned to
"non-traditional" educational approaches (e.g., mastery learning,
prograrrtred instruction, self-paced learning rrodules).

A nurrtJer of

books have been written concerning the developrent of successful

4

r€lredial prograll\3 using non-traditional approaches (e.g. Cross, 1976;
Gould & Cross, 1972; Maxwell, 1979; Roueche & Kirk, 1973;

Roueche &

Pitmar., 1972; Roueche & Snow, 1977).
Educational researchers active in the field of college remediation,
such as C.oss (1976), and Maxwell (1979), have recognized the
importance of considering cognitive factors When developing
instructional programs for underprepared students.

However, the&e

remedial education researchers have often 3ppeared to confuse cognitive
"process" factors with acanemic or content factors.

Researchers in

cognitive psychology and cognitive er'ucation have €IIphasized the
"process" carponent of learning and thinking.

This "process" =rponent

has not been explored sufficiently in the field of college remediation.
Additionally, researchers in Cognitive Proess

Inst~c ~ ion

(CPI)

r~ve

begun to investigate the possibility of "teaching" cognitive process.

CPI is an educational approach designed to help students develop
their abilities to think and learn.

'rhe esrphasis of CPI has been on

teaching students how to think and learn, not
(Luchh~ ~

Clements, 1979).

~

to think and learn

Various approaches to CPI have been

i nstituted in colleges across the United States to help a variety of
college students (e.g. Fuller, 1981; Lochhead & Clements, 1979; WhUnbey
&

Lochhead, 1980).
Feuerstein's Instrumental Enr ichment (IE) was a CPI approach

which ha , not been applied to a college population in the United
States.

IE was a carprehensive educational program which was

originally des:gned for use with adolescents having deficits i n
thinking skills necessary for academic and !lOCial success (Feuerstein,
1980).

The aim of this study was to apply IE to a popolation of

5

underprep.:!red oollege students.
The rationale tor the use of IE with underprepared college
students was threefold.
coll~~e

First, the characteristics of underprepared

students were similar to those of the original IE target

population (e .g., deficient academic skills, dependent rather than
active learning, difficulty in working toward abstract goals, poor self
image).

Seoond, educational researchers active in the field of oollege

reaediation (e.g. Cross, 1976; Maxwell, In9; Roueche and Snow, 1977)
stressed tIJe inport.IDce of rootivational factors in college remedial
prograll"S.

Feuerstein (1980) also placed a S'100g enphasis on

rootivational developrent.

Finally, the IE program had, theoretically,

the potential for irrproving the thinking and learni ..;! skills of those
college students who needed such ircproven'ent roost, the underplepared
students.

Staterrent of Problem
The philosophy of equal educational opportunity for all has been
the basis for open admissions standards in many colleges and
universities.

Open admissions have been perpetuated, in part, by

declining enrollments and the threat of financial failure to the
colleges and universities.

Many students admitted by open admissions

found themselves underprepared for meeting the academic task demands of
higher education.

In turn, many universities have not met the needs of

underprepared st tdents.

Remedial education in college has been

generally unsuccessful, especially during the 1960s (Davis et al.,
1975).

HOoIever, there have been indications that underprepared

students could succeed if provided with appropriate progr<.JIIS (Cross,
1976; Maxwell, 1979; Roueche & Snow, 1977).

An area of educatioo

6

relatively unexplored by college reredial educators has been CPI, which
proposes to irrprove studer.ta ' abilities to think and learn.
Feuerstein's IE was a CPI program which has not been applied to a
college ~ulation in the united States, but

has been used with

adolescents to rerediate cognitive processes
It was U.e primary hypothesis .)f this thesis &oat. IE could enhance
the thinking and learning skills of underprepared oollege students,
thereby increasing their abilities to achieve satisfactorily in
college.
L

The speci He secondary hypotheses were as f ollows:
carpared to the oontrol group, the IE experimantal group would

demonstrate significantly greater abilities to think and reason as
IreaSured by the Nonverbal Battery of the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence
Test.
2.

carpared to the control group, the IE experimantal group

would demonstrate a significantly irrproved self ooncept as measured by
the Tennessee Self Concept Scale.
3.

Corpared to the control group, the IE experimantal groop's

irrproved thinking skills wouls be reflected in a significantly higher
grade point average in the Fall 1981 semester, and the spring 1982
semester.
4.

carpared to the control group, the IE experimantal groop's

irrpr.oved thinking skills and higher grade point average would result in
a significantly lower attrition rate in the Spring and Fall 1982
semesters.

Chapter II
Review of the Literature
'rh is review of the literature surveyed research in prediction of
college s uccess, remedial college education, and cognitive process
instruction as it related to unde rpre pared oollege students.
Research"'..rs involved with prediction of college s uccess have atterrpW
to develop a means of predicting whether incoming college freshmen will
canplete college.

College educat0~ " in the field of remediation have

been concerned wi th providing the help that underprepared s t udents
needed to adjust to college and successfully carplete college level
courses.

Researchers in cognitive process i nstruction have studied the

thinking and learning processes contributing to academic success.

The

research 0n cognitive processes has been applied through atterrpts to
teach students heM to think and learn I1'Ore effectively.
Prediction of College Success
rue to the considerable cost invol ved in student r ecruitment and
education, t he prediction of student success has been of special
interes>, i n higher education.

Research on predic tion of college

success has f ocused o r. student attrition and f actors influencing it.
Student Attrition Rates
summerskill (1962), in a r eview of 35 studies of college student
attrition between 1913 and 1962, found the median loss of students in
fow: years to be about 50 percent.

7

He concluded that attrition rates

8
had not greatlr varied between 1920 and 1962.

~

and Hannah (1975)

reported that Jrore than ten million fresturen lIet the er.trance
requirarents of over 2500 bIo-year and four-year colleges during the
1960s, an era of selective admissions.

Fewer than half of those

students graduated on schedule, and 30 to 40 percent "pparently never
earned degrees.

According to Bean (1980), student attrition has not

changed appreciably in 50 to 60 years.
However, considerable variability existed within the rates of
student withdrawn1, depending on the institution and students studied
(Cope and Hanp'lh, 1975).

For example, Summerskil l (1962) found

attr:tion rates varied frem 12 percent to 82 percent in the 35 studies
he reviewed.

Tne great variation in attrition rates aJrong institutions

suggests that it may be possible to inprove the rate of retention

1 1

institut ions exceeding the 40 to 50 percent level of attrition.
While the nedian attrition rate of 50 percent for all students may

seem high, the percentage of underprepared student dropouts has been
considerably higher.

In 1962, Summerskill reported attrition rates for

poor students ranged frem 78 to 91 percent.

Fifteen years later,

Roueche and Snow (1977) found similar results, with 75 to 90 percent of
underprepared students failing to conplete college.

It can be seen

that increased retention of underprepared students provides enornous
potential for reduced college attrition rates, at least in terms of
gross percentages.
Predictors of Student Attrition
Prediction reS<'.arch has SOtlght to explore and explain the
variables involved in college student attrition (Bean, 1980).

Fishman

(1962) reported that there were 580 college guidance and selection

9

studies fran 1948 to 1958.

He wrote that, "this rcsf.:l: ·ch .n:e.;. i s

uadoubtedly a!long those m?"t intensively invcstigat-::d in W. ent.ire
field of educational o·esearch" (Fishman, 1962, p. 668).

Fishman

categorized predictive s tudies according to their use of int~lective
predictors, non-intelle(.tivp. prooictors, or a canbination of both.
defined intellective

predictor~

as aptitude and

inl~~ligenoe

He

test

scores , achievement test scores, high school rank or high school grade
point average.

Non-intellective predict.ors included scores on

personality invenoories, rutivational tE";t,,, interest i nventory
informat.ion, intervi~s and per:>a,Jal ntings, biogLaphical information,
and study-habits inventory data.
Fishman (1962) found that the rust widely used predictors were
high school grades and scores on standardized aptitude tests.

The

usual cri terion in the studies was first year college grade point
average.

Fishman (1962) stated that the average multiple correlation

obtained when using high school GPA and standardized test scores to
predict first year college GPA was approximately .55.

The addition of

a personality test to one or both of the usual predictors (high school
GPA, standardized aptitude tE'.st score) usually produced a gain of less
than .05 in the multiple correlation prediction equation (Fishman,

1962) .
Since Fishman's survey, further research on oon-inteJ.lective
predictors has added
revi~

li ~tle

to prediction efficiency.

Margrain (1978)

the literature on student characteristics and their potential

for predicting academic achievement.

She stated that, "Results are not

optimistic, often contradictory, and on the whole account for little
varianc..'e beyond that accounted for by tests of intellectual ability"

10

(Margrain, 1978, p. 111).

Bianchi and Bean (1980) found SAT scores to

be ef fective in discriminating between high and low achieving students
and used the california Personality Inventory for a non-intellective

predic tor.

They concluded that the cal ifornia Personality Inventory

and similar rreasures were of limited value in predict ing college
s tudent attrition .
A c:arelex utilization of non··intell<!ctive predictors was Bean's
(1980) causal Model of Student Attrition.

Bean synthesized research

f i ndings on turnover i n work organiza tions and student attriti on in
developing his model.
reg~ession

He utilizeo path analysis and multiple

analysis iu analyzing 28 variables involved in student

attrition (e.g. socioeconomic status ,

instit~tional

quality, university

GPA, goal committment, major, institutional committment).

Despite the

sophistication and c:arelexity of Bean's medel, he was able to account
for only 21 percent of the variance in dropout for females

and 12

percent for males.
Ther e has also been little change since Fishman's (1962) survey in
the pred ictive e fficiency of intellective predictors.

For example, the

Technical Report for the PJ::r assessment program (1973) reported
correlations of .465 to . 523 in roost studies between ACT scores a nd
first year coll ege grades, a correlation similar to Fishman's (1962)
findings.

It

a~s

that standardized test scores have retained their

predic t i ve value for success 1.1 the first :rear of college.
Overall, recent prediction research results appear to differ
little fran those reported bY Fishman in 1962, who concluded hlS
chapter with a call for a "aoratorium on prediction" (p. 688).

He

advocated an alternative (perhaps radical for the tines) approach to
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higher education which emphasized the development of students, rather
than the selection of students.

Fisrman's recommendation that students be developed, rather than
selected, '!lay have the potential to be realized in the open aanissions
college.

In current open admission colleges, the purpose of screening

applicants through testing is no longer sal.ection, but plac _rent.
Roueche and Snow (1977) fOWld that 86.6 percent of the four-year
colleges they surveyed used the Fer or SAT for diagnostic/placement
purposes .

'lbey also foond that testing was the JOOst OCIlIIDnly used

placarent method, especially ir, the relatively large colleges.

In the

open admissions college, prediction of success and selection of
students it; no longer sufficient.

Educalional intervention is also

necessary.

surnnary
The literature supported the Ube of standardized aptitude tests
(e.g. Per, SAT) in the prediction of college success.

Stand<!rdized

aptitude test scores and/or high school GP'" have mergoo. as the best
single predictors of first year college grades.

Additionally, poor or

failing grades at the beginning of a college career ace highly
predictive of withdrawal (Summerskill, 1962).

Finally, thL question of

prediction is IOOOt in the open admissions college, since the applicant
will be admitted regardless of test score, high school GPA,
peuonality, or backgrOWld characteristics.

The issue of how to best

help the underprepared student admi tted through open admiSSlonS
remains, and will be addressed in the next section.
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fe."e<i;'"l Education in College
Special developrental or rerredial courses have been the primary
response of higher educatio.. to the underprepared student (Rooec!le
Sn~,

1977).

&

In this section, the background and rationale for

remedial education in college, the current status of rerredial efforts,
and the characteristics of underprepared college students will be
reviewed.
Background and Rationale
In their survey of 273 ocmrunity and s enior colleges, Roueche and
Snow (1977) found that 93 percent of ocmruni ty colleges and 78 percent
of four-year colleges provided rerredial courses.

Roueche and Snao/

(1977) observed tha t these results indicated a 35 percent in ' rease in
remedial courses over the findinga of similar surveys conducted four
years previously.

A

variety of terms have been contriveCl to descdbe

the special courses designed for underprepared students:

rerredial,

developrental, directed, CClll'E'nsatory, guided, basic, and advancerent
studies (Roueche & Kirk, 1973,.

For purposeg of this study the

descriptor "rerredial" will be used because it is the rrost camonly used
term.
Courses for remediation of arAdemic deficiencies are not new; the
first course of this type was introduced at Wellesley College in 1894
(Cross, 1976).
priori ty.

Early rerredial efforts were relatively rare, and of low

Rsrediation in higher ooucation becam" lirportant with the

advent of open admissions, as many students entered college without the
academic skills needed to succeed at college level instruction (Cross,
1976; RoueChe & Snow, 1977).
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The term "potential learners" has been the key to the rationale
behind ranadial education.

Roueche and Wheeler (1973) and Roueche and

pitJr.an (1972) etVhasized that the underprepared student can learn, and
that this fact must be re<Xlgnized in higher education.

Bloan,

Hastings, and Madaus (1971) have declared that 95 percent of students
can achieve a grade of A in a subject, given sufficient time and
appropriate types of help.

According to Bloan (1976),

Societies in the past have relied on pcediction and sciection
of talent as the aeans for securing a small group o t
well-educated persons.

Modern societies no longer can

content themselves with the selection of talent; they must
find the aeans for developing talent. (p. 17)
Maxwell (1979) stated that colleges must continue to offer ranadial
services b<>cause the average student's academic skills have declined,
and there are too few of the best prepared sw.dents .
CUrrent Status
Despite Bloan's (1976), Maxwell's (1979), and Roueche and SncAoI'S
(1977) arguments concerning the need for the ranadiation of academic
skills within the college setting, critics have maintained that
tradi tiona: college ranadial courses have been failures (Davis et al.,
1975; Roueche & Kirk, 1973; Roueche & pitman, 1972). Traditional
ranadial courses covered "traiitional" content (e.g. English,
mathematics) using a "traditional" teaching trethod (e.g. lecture).
In 1968, Roueche found that as many as 75 percent of low achieving
students withdrew fran college in the first year.

More recently,

Roueche and SncAoI (1977) reported that as many as 90 percent of students
enrolled in ranadial programs during the 1960s never finished them.
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Maxwell (1979) wrote, "It is generally conceded that reroodial college
courses do little to increase the retention of underprepared college
stude'lts over what might be expect ed f ran their high school grades and
their test scores" (p. 22).

Roueche and Snow (1977), while discussing

the failure of past reroodial efforts, made the comment, "Little wonder
that critics of oommunity colleges soon referred to the open door
admissions policy as a 'revolving door' policy-easy to enter and even

easier to exit" (p. 8).
I n response to the general failure of past reroodial efforts,
college reroodial educators turned to "non-traditional" educational
approaches (e.g. mastery learning, prograrrmed instruction, self-paced
learning roodule s).

Gould and Cross (1972, p. 1) defined

non- traditional studY as, "a group of changing educational patterns
caused by the changing needs and opportunities of society."

A number

of books have been written concerning the davelopment of successful
reroodial programs using non-traditional approaches (e.g. Cross, 1976;
Gould

&

Cross, 1972; Max<.;ell, 1979; Roueche

Pitman, 1972; Roueche

&

Snow, 1977).

&

Kirk, 1973; Rrueche

&

One factor that was consistent

across authors was an emphasis on the need f or remedial programs,
rather than isolated courses.

The authors also agreed that if reroodial

programs are to be success ful they llllst attempt to deal with cognitive,
enotional, and social factors involved in the adjust1lent to college, as
well as appropriate academic content.
In sUlllllaCY, college rE!redial efforts have progressed fran
traditional approaches (e.g . content based lectures), to m:>re
non-traditional approaches (e.g. mastery learning, progralllTed
instruction, self-paced learning roodules) , as well as emphasizing
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integrated ranedial programs that include cogni t ive, social, and
arotbnal carponents.

Concurrent with these developrents, educational

researchers in the ranedial field (e.g. Cross, 1976; Maxwell,

197~;

Roueche & Snow, 1977) have devoted considerable effort to studying the
cognitive, arotional and social makeup of underprepared students.

The

importance of investigating the characteristics of underprepared
students was justifiable, since the student's deficiencies must be
identified before ranediation is possible.
Olaractecistics of Underprepared Students
Cross (1976), in her review of underachieving students, described
five perceived causes of low acadanic achievaTent: poor study habits,
inadequate mastery of basic acadanic skills, low acadanic ability or
low 1Q .. psycholog i cal-rootivationa1 blocks to learning, and
sociocultural f actors relating to deprived family and school
backgrounds .

Roueche and Snow (1977) provided a s imilar description.

Such students have discernible def iciencies in such skill
area~

as reading, writing, and arithmetic.

understand the

~chanics

They do not

of good study procedures.

unirrpressive standardized test scores.

They have

And their backgrounds

of race, culture, and class place them at a disadvantage in
contention with the large number of students applying for
entry into college. (p.2-3)
Kl ingelhofer and Hollander (1973) found the following
characteristics of the educationally disadvantaged : (a) lack of
proficiency or practice in "thinking" approaches to problems; (b)
strong leanings toward vocational or occupational

out~s;
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(c) bewilderment and feelings of being out of place, particularly at
the onset o f the college experie nce; (d) difficulties in working toward
abstract goals or for synixllic rewards; and (e ) limitations on free:ian
of choice of institution or program.
Maxwell (1979) described underprepared students as having external
loci of control.

That is, they feel that they do not control their own

live s, and f eel unable to manage their environment and to obtain
rewards l>y their

"",n

behavior.

iIIax'o'ell further stated that many

students (especial ly underprepared

student~ )

are externally motivated,

i.e., they will perform a task because S\lccess wi ll lead to an external
r eward, such as money, grades, increased soclal status, or praise.

She

believed that underprepared students usually do not derive satisf action
o r pride in accarplishing difficult tasks and do not seem to be
motivated toward carpetency or mastery of their environment.

Maxwell

pointed out that external motivation of students is inconsistent with
the views of most college professors who generally ass'.lrre students are
intrinsically mot ivated .
Cross (1976) and Rouedle and Snow (1977) described underprelBred
students as having poor sel f-images due to a "failure identity"
developed in their past sdlool experiences.

They stressed that

remedial progr&ns should help students develop "success i dentities· and
irrprove their

b ~ f -images.

Maxwell (1979) disputed this point arguing

that the reverse is often true; that underprepared students often have
high expectations for college although they will need intensive help i f
they are to adlieve their goals.

Maxwell admitted that the

underprepared student's high expectations may rcllect a sort of bravado
or denial in their reaction to college.
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Finally, Cross (1976) and Roueche and Snow (1977) eaPJas ized that
the majority of low-achieving students adm:tted through
were not fran ethnic minoritie s.

Opp..Jl

admissions

Rather, underprepared students "care

fran all walk,; of life, all le'.·'Jls of socioeconauic background, all
levels of ability" (Roueche and Snow, 1977, p. 31).

Traditional remedial education efforts at the college level,
particularly those of the 1960s, have been largely ineffective.

More

recent efforts have applied non-traditional educational :.-e thocis.
Educational researchers such as Cross (1976), Maxwell (1979), and
Roueche and Snow (1977) have provided descriptions of programs and
procedures whic h they have found to be successful with underprepared
students .

Many of the cognitive, social, and emotional characteristics

of underprepared students have been studied in order to better
understand the nature of their problems in college.

Furthernnre, there

appears to be a growing emphasis on integrated remedial progr~ns
designed to meet the cognitive , social, and emotional needs of
underprepared students, although not all programs address all of these
needs.

Social and ernotional factors will not be directly addressed in

this study; rather, the emphasis will be on cognition and Feuerstein's

Inst~ntal Enr ichment (IB) as a form of cognitive process instruction
(CPI) .
Cognitive process Instruction
Cognition may be defined as "the act or process of knowing"
(Merriam-l'lebster Dictionary, 1974, p. 148).

Basically, then, cognition

and cognitive factors are related to the process of thought and the
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process of lear~ing.

Hcrwever, not all e(lucators or rese.:l:cchers have

agreed on the nature of cognition ar.d cognitive factors.
When Cross (1976) and Maxwell (1979 ) referred to 'cognitive"
factors, it appeared they were describing academic or content factors.
Although both authors discussed the "CO'~nitive styles" of students,
they did not s ufficiently address the possibility o f enhancing the
cogni tive/ thought processes of underprepared students.

It seems

reasonable to spec."ulate that many of the academic difficulties
experienced by underprepared students are d ue to ineffectual thinking,
reasoning, a nd learning.

It also appears that the potential for

changing i neffectual thinking and learning processes has bee"
r a latively unexplored by renedial college educators.
Researchers in cpr believe th"t students can be taught to think
and learn !lOre e ffectively (Lochhead & Clenents, 1979).

Fran the CPI

perspective, college renedial efforts would not necessarily be
criticized for what has been atterlpted in the pas t, but rather for what
has not been atterlpted.

Underpcepared !)tudents need, and will continue

to need, instruction in basic academic content.

Hcrwever, fran the CPI

perspective, underprepared stude nts need instruction in the processes
of thinking and learning.

Thus, CPI would be used to enhance, but not

replac~current traditional and non-traditional renedial efforts.
The fields of cognitive psychology and cognitive education are
diverse and extensive.

cpr is a generic title for a variety of

educational approaches designed to help students develop their
abilities to think and learn .

This review will focus on research

involving the use of CPI with college students.

The theoretical
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rationale for a cognitive perspective i n higher educati on; current
rrethods of CPI in higher education; and a sunmary and critique of
current cpr rrethods in higher educatic:.n with regard to underprepared
b

~udents

<. ~e discussed.

Theoretical Rationale for Cognitive Education
During the 19705, interest in the mind and cognition was renewed
(Hanron, 1979).

Advocates of a cognitive educational perspective

proposed that the behavioral stillUlus-response learning paradigm
atphasized in the 1950s and 19605 did not deal adequately with t he
varieties of learning occurring in classrooms, especially college
classrooms (Leith, 1977; Hanron, 1979; Lochhead, 1979; Sprague, 1981).
While discussing the dec line of the behavioral perspective, Sprague
(1981, p.2S) stated, "Instructional developers, especially in higher
education, nust adapt their instructional roodels to the cognitive
perspective, if they hope to have the opportunity to effectively
improve instruction at the college leve l."

Harmon (1979, p. 6)

believed that behavio ral theory "doesn't work when we're trying to
teach college students to think or managers to make important planning
decisions." In effect, the advocates or a cognitive ed".lcaticnal
perspective have proposed a stillUlus-organism-response paradigm in
which the organism (student) is recognized as having an active role in
the process of learning and thinking.
Harmon's (1979) reference to "teaching college students how to
thi n'<" has been the prenise behind CPI.

The recogni tion o f the

student's role in the learning process has raised the possibility of
teaching students how to think and learn.

,

For exanple, instructional

design theorists such as Gagne and Bri ,:;.;!s (1979) have suggested
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indirect forms of cogniti-.re instruction based on "favorable oonditions"
that provide students with opportunities for development of thought
processes.

As Gag~e and Briggs (1979, p. 73) stated "in order to

'lo;,arn to think' the student must be given opportunities to think."
Proponents of CPI in higher education have proposed to directly
teach cognitive/thinking processes.

Lochhead and Clement (1975)

described CPI as "an approach to teaching which emphasizes
understanding, learning, and reasoning skills as opposed to emphasizing
rote memor:zation of factual knowledge" (p. iii).

CPI researchers

propose that educators s hould be teaching students how to think and
learn, not what to think and learn, emphasizing the process of
learni ng, not the cor.tent (Lochhead, 1979).

As Link (1980, p. 425)

stated, "Thinking i s not a consequence of learning, but its prime
prerequisite."
In surrmary, this review indicates that an emphaBis on the
cognitive processes of all st-.ldents has been shared by cognitive
educational theorists (e.g. Gag~e & Briggs, 1979; Hamon, i979;
Sprague, 1981) as _11 as CPI researchers.

The primary difference

bet.....en cognitive educational theorists and CPl researchers has been
that the latter propose to directly teach cognitive processes, while
cognitive educational theorists advocate a less direct apprOdCh through
cogni t ive trudels of teaching.

Another difference has been that IlOst

cognitive educational theorists have backgrounds in psychology and
education, whereas CPI researchers in higher education have a
distinctive !lUll.tidisciplinary orientation.

Most CPI researchers have

had strong backgrounds in the "hard" sciences such as physics,
engineering, mathema.lics, and CXJTplter sciance (Lochhead, 1979).
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Consequently, their efforts have been aimed at researching and teaching
the higher order thought processes that are neces~ry for their
disciplines, e .q., logical thinking, ahqtract thinki ng, and
conceptualization.
CUrrent Methods of Cognitive process Instruction
Lochhead (1979) divided CPl research in high~ education into two
general categories.

The first category included courses designed to

identify and irrprove problem solving skills.

The second category

included prograrrs based ~n the developrental theory of Piaget.
Examples of the problem solving and Piagetian-based wethods will be
presented and fol lowed by a summary and critique of current CPI
trethods.
Problem Solving CPI.

A program designed to teach problem solving

skills to engineering students w',s developed by WOOds, wright, Hoffman,

Swartman, and floig (1975).

i'ioods et a1. (1975, p. 238) defined problem

solving as "the activity whereby a 'best' value is determined for an
unknown, subject to a specific set of conditions."

In the 26 wael<

program a professor attended classes together with a group of volunteer
freshtre n students in order to be exposed to the satre content and
instruction as the s tudents .
A voluntary , non-credit, two-hour per week tutorial with the
professor was utilized to discuss class material and homework anJ to
develop problem-solving Rkills based on the following five step model:
(a) Define, (b) Think about it, (c) Pl&1, (d) Carry out plan, and
(e) lJook back (see Table ll.
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Table 1
Problem Solving Model (WOods, et al., 1975, p. 239)

Define

Identify the actual problem

Think
about it

What are the attributes?
Identify area of knaoiledge
Collect information
Flowchart solution

Plan

Think up alternative plans
Translate

carry ClUe
plan

Solve

Look back

Check reasonableness & math
Check criteria & constraints
Study related problems
Identify applications in
engineering, everyday
behavior & deserted island
Identify & memorize
order-of-magnitude
nuntJers
Develop successive
approximation strategies
Study problem solving skills
learned
eamunicate results

The tutorial sessions alloweJ the professor to learn hCM students
solved problems, identify their difficulties, and help improve their
problem solving approaches.
tutorial activity

WOods et al. (1975) believed that the

(a) helped the students becane proficient at

identifying what they were doing and describing why they were trying to
do it, and (b) helped the atudents becane very aware of problem solving

as an essential activity that can be improved.

woods et a1. (1975)

reported that the students were quite favorable toiard the program.
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Additionally, Woods et al. (b:5) believed that the program helped the
faculty beC'Ql>;! bo;:tter teacher:] .

ilCl\o;ENer, due to various student

difficul ti .. s (e.g. poor planni.ng 'Uld titre scheduling;
identification of major

id~as,

difficulti~s

in

laws, and definitions) the authors

believed that little skill in Cjeneral problem solvi ng had been gained
through the educational progr<'lm.

Woods et al. (1975) intended to

continue to teach the students explicit problem solving skills for the
duration of the st.udents ' col!ege careers, and to begin training new
groups of Ereshnen students.
Another problem solving program was developed by Von Slum (1979)
and associates to teach the "scientific nethod" to biology students.

The scie ntific nethod employed ill the study folla..ed a five-step IIOdel:
(a) observe, (b) develop an explanatory system, (c) fornulate a
tenative explanation, (d ) make a specific prediction, and (e) test (see
Table 2).
lion Slum (1979) stated that this model differed tran other models
of the scientific trethod because the explanations -.ere derived fran
concepts and principles that -.ere explicitly stated, rather than trerely
illplied.

'ltle program was applied as a unit within an introductory

biology course.

In the unit, students used a written tutorial which

presented a problerol ar.J guided the students i n its solution via the
s c i ent ific nethod as described. by lion Slum (1979).

A catpUter

s iaulation was utilized to provi de data for making observations,
forming tenative explanations, and testing predic tions regardi ng the
problem.

'ltle 34 students in the experimental group were caq:>ared to 28

students in a oontrol group who were instructed in the scientific
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Table 2
Scientific Method Model (Von

Bl~~,

1 97~)

Observation

Which forms the basis for all
explana tion

Expla.;a t .r:y

~

syster.

formalization ot pdr tinent,
tested principles that have
applied in the system to
explain the phencnenon under
consideration

Tenative
explanation

~ hypothesis derived fran the
explana tor:y sys rea and the
current observations

Specific
prediction

~

specif ic predict ion or set
predictions derived f ran the
tenative explanation whic h
are testable

Test

Evaluate and test the
specific predictions

method using an alternative approach.

Interviews and attitude

questionnaires indicated that the s tudents in the experimental group
enjoyed the unit and considered the level of difficulty to be
appropriate.

There were

00

significant differences between the

experimental and control groups on a posttast of written problems and a
standardized set of test questions.

However, the experimental g r oup

per forrred signi f icantly better than the control group on transfer tasks
requiring the applicatior. of scientific problem solving skills.

Von

Blum (1979) concluded that the experimental unit was superior to t he
control uni t in helping students approac.1 solutions to different
t r ansfe r tasks.
~

generic CPI approach to teaching problem solving skills was

Whirnbey's and lDchhead's (1980) workbook on problem solving and

analytical reasoning.

The workboOk was desiqned to help students

develop t he basic analytic and problem solving skills necessary for
S\lccess in basic mathematics and science CO\.U"ses.

The workboOk has

been \!SeC. as a s\lpplenental t.ext in psychology, philosophy, reading,
and ed\lCi'.tion COIlrses (Whimbey

&

LoChhead, 1980).

The exercises in the

workboOk (e.g. word prooleros, fig\lCe and word analogies) were develol.JEd
to be solved by st\ldents working as partners.

The st\ldents have been

enco\lraged to work through the exercises step by step with their
partner in order to develop effective problem solving skills.
", .j

Whimbey

LoChhead (1980) claiJred that st.\ldents who a:r.plete the exercises

have shawn ilfp rovenent on sdlOlastic aptit\lde tests s\lch as t.he SAT or
PSAT, in addi t ion to developing the analytic t.hinking skillS needed for
st\ldying mathematics and s ience.
Piagetian-based CP 1.

Perhaps the best exarrple of the serond

category of cpI in higher edocation was t.he ADAPT program (Accent on
Developing Abstract processes of Thooght) int>lenented at the universit.y
of Nebr11ska-Lincoln (Fuller, 1981).

The ADAPr program was a

Piagetbn-based nult.idisciplinary program for freshaen which started in
1975.

The program incl\lded CO\.U"ses in anthropology, ecollCl1lics,

English, history, mathematics and physics and was deSigned t.o be a
corplete freshman yeax: program.

Fuller (1981) and his colleagues

belieJed that as many as 50 percent of ent.ering college fresturen were
not reasoning at t.he formal operational stage theoretically expected of
st.\ldent.s their age.

In a chapter of The ADAPT BoOk describing piaget' s

theory as it applies to college teaching, !ot:>shlran (1981) wrote:
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'ttle construction of formal o,:erational reasoning seems to be far
fram complete by the age of 14 or 15 but, rather , extends at least
t.hrough the college years.

Thus.

f.O!\nal operational thinking

s hould not he viewed as a description of the typical reasoning of
college students but rather as an ideal toward which their
cognitive deve lopment is tending. (p.8)
I n raspo.:se to the underdeveloped reasoning skills of college
f reshlren, the ADI\Pl' curriculum was designed to promote reasoning as
\Jell

as teach course content (Fuller, 1981).

The ADI\Pl' f aculty

modi f ied a piagetian-basod classroom ins truction strategy originally
developed bY Karplus (1974).

'ttle instruction strategy was called the

Learning Cycle and was divided into three major phases:

;a) Exploration,

(Il)

Invention, (c ) Application (see Table

3).

Table 3.
Learning Cycle (Fuller, 1981)

Exploration

Following a brief statenent of
topic and direction, the students
are encouraged to learn through
thei.r O</Il experience by engaging
in activities Supplied or suggested
by the instruc tor

Invention

The concrete experiences of
Explorati on phase are used as the
basis for generating concepts or
inventing principles

Application

The students are given the
oppo_"bunity to apply the generalized
concepts or skills deve loped during
the Invention phase

hlthoogh the ADI\Pl' program was not developed for underprepared

s~nts, evaluations of

the program suggested that many ADI\Pl' students
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were below average in cognitive developrental level as well as
prep6ration

fo~

college work (Moslunan, Johnston, Tcmlinso,.-Keasey,

Williams, and Eisert , 1981).
~PT stl~nts

Carparisons to control groops focnd that

showed significantly g reater gains in formal operational

reasoning, conceptual carplexi ty, cd tical thinking and !lO!':e favorable
attitudes toward faculty in at least one o f the three years that
evaluations were conducted (Moslunan et al. , 1981>.

Follow-up

evaluations in the student's sopharore and junior years revealed
nUlTWi!rous findings of no difference between ADAPT students and control
groups (e .g. critical thinking in the junior year, college GPA); and,
ADAPT students were !lOre likely than controls to characterize their
second year programs as high in difficulty (Moslunan et al., 1981).
Information on the attrition rates of ADAPT students was not given .

Moshman et al. (1981) suggested that since ADAPT students, in ge neral,
were found to be dt:adefiLically below average upon their entry into
college, the finding of no difference in GPA !ruggests that the ADAPT
students may have at least gained average academic status.
The ADAPT program generated such enthusiasm in higher education
that similar Piagetian-based programs have been started at many
uni versi ties, colleg...s, and oomuni ty colleges across the country.
Exarl'ples are the 001'15 (Daveloprent of Reasoning in Science) program at
california State Univer sity-Fullerton

and Project SOAR (Stress un

Analytical Reasoning) at xavier University of Louisiana (Fuller, 1981).
Prograns such

a~

Project SOAR have been created specifically to

address the needs of underprepared students.
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Swnnary and critique
CPI in higher education has been a relatively nl!';l and expanding
area.

CPI programs may be divided into boo:> general cateqories:

probl.... solving CPI and Piagetian-based CPl.

Evaluations of the

programs ha':a been generally favorable, but Jrost of the research on CPI
has been in the theoretical/developrental stages and firm evidence of

success hE.s not yet been established.
A

critique of current nethods of CPI in higher education with

regard to underpre.,ared students has both practical and thooretical
COlpOrIents.

These practical criticisms were based upon boo:>

considerations:

first, the appropriateness of the program with

underprepared students; se<:ond, that carprehensive and
multidisciplinary "cognitive" programs require financial and personnel
resources that many universities cannot or will not provide.

These

theoretical criticisms were largely base:i upon Fe uerstein's <1979,

1980) theoretical conceptualization

~f oogr~tive dev~lopment

and

learning.
Practical criticisms.

Due to the diverse backgrounds of the

researchers, the various problan solving CPI courses were usually
subject-specific and did not provide a general m::>del for CPl.

In

addition, Jrost problan solving CPI courses were developed specifically
for the sciences (with the possible exception of Whintley and Lochhead's

1980 workbook) and were intended for the superior student.
Consequently, problan solving CPI courses developed for engineering,
biology, or even mathematics may have limited utility for wlderprepared
students.
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A p r actical problem in implemen ting a program such as ADAPT has
been the catprehensive nature of the program.

Students at the

Univen.ity of Nebraska should consider themselves fortunate to have
faculty enlightened and interested enough to develop a
multidisciplinary program such as ADAPT.

~lany colleges and

universities do not have sufficient personnel or interest to implement
such a broad-based program.

Considerable expense has been involved in

developing ~J\d i~lementing such catprehensive programs.

Of the

thirteen Piagetian-based programs listed by Fuller (1981), only one ~as
started solely with internal institutional funds.

That program, the

SfAR program (Metropolitan State College; Denver, CO), has since been
el imina ted.
A final practical criticism involved the motivation of students.
!-bst problem solving and Piagetian-based cpr researchers seemed to
expect students to be intrinsically motivated.

As Maxwell (1979)

pointed out, intrinsic motivation does not seem to be the norm,
especially for underprepared students.

Present CPI programs have not

addresed the motivational aspect directly.
Theoretical Cri ticisms.

A theoretical concern r egarding problem

solving CPl fnc underprepared students has been the lack of a
consistent learning model.

The problem sol ving cpr researchers

universally reje<ted the behavioral, stimulus-response learning
paradigm, which implies an adherence to a stinulus-organism-response
paradigm.

However, the problem solving CPI researc-'1ers did not appear

to adopt a particular theory of intellectual developnent ('r teaching
strategy.

It should be noted that CPI researchers recognized this
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criticism.
Most researchers in cognitive process instruction. . . accept
the nee:l for ell'plujing a varie ty of theories which nay be
inCXJ1'{)iltible with each other .

They investigate psychological

theories in terms of usefulness to education and they p.xpect
each thPDry to have a limited dcrnain of application
(Lochhead, 1979, p. 3).
Lochhead's (1979) perspective was appr.opriate, and perhaps preferable
to other approaches, if the goal of the CPI program was to teach
spec ific prahlen' solv; ,g skills to specific groups of students (e.g.

~ngineering students ) .

If, however, the goal of the program was to

de ve lop cognitive processes which could be applied to various and
unre lated academic a reas, then nvst problem solving CPI progranlS were
inappropriate.
Piagetian-based CPI programs attell'pted adherence to Piaget' s
developrental theory and the teaching strategies that have been derived
f ran it.

CPI progra1llS such as I'IDIU"I explicitly recognized the

stimulus-organ ism-response (S-D-R) learning paradigm.

within the S-D-R

l earning paradigm, the teacher's role was defined as a stinulus source
in the s t udent's environment.

Feuerstein (1980) has proposed an

alternative learning paradigm in which the teacher's role i s explicit
and well defined.

Feuerstein (19:10) conceived a

stinulus-(human)-organism-response learning paradigm in which the human
(teacher) serves as a rrediator and interpreter of the student's
environment.

Fran Feuerstein's (1980) perspective, the teacher serves

as a rrediator and interpreter of infornation, in addition to serving as
a source of infornation.

The role of the teacher as a rrediator of
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information was often implied in cpr literature, e.g ., Fuller's (1981)
director/facilitator role or Lochhead's (1979) tutor/ coach role.
Howev.r, only ~uerstein (1980) explicitly defined the role of the
teacher as a rrediator.
A final theoretical criticism concerned the level of the cognitive
instruction.

By

definition, problem solving CPI was airred at

developing the complex cognitive skill of problem solving.
Piagetian-based CPl was intended to develop thougt.t proces:;es at
piaget's formal operational level.

Feuerstein (1980) has proposed t hJt

there are "prerequisites of thinking" that underlie formal operational
thought, including complex cognitive skills such as problem solving.
These "prerequisites of thinking" were cognitive functions, which,
Feuerstein

thec ~ized, were "building blocks" that Illlst be established

and applied before the learner is capable of higher order thought.
Exartples of cognitive functions were "systematic and precise data
gathering" and "the ability to deal with

l'NO

or rrore sources of

information sillllltaneously" (Feuerstein, 1080, p. 71).

From

Feuerc-tein's theoretical perspective, cognitive functions such as those
described above precede higher order tl~ht processes and, if
deficient , It'ay interfere with thir.lting and learning at COl'{)lex and
abstract '.evels.
Application of Feuerstein's theory

.;.0

underprepared college

student" suggested that many of these students may not be achieving
satisfactorily due to deficient cognitive functions.

Further, cpr

efforts which have attellpted to teach problem solving skills or formal
operational thought may not have establishel the ne<.-essary prerequisite
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oognitive functions needed for these carpJex oognitive skills.
Tenative

~riteria

for underprepared student CPl.

Dra...ing fran the

cri tiques of remedial education and cpr used in college settings, six
te.utive criteria for a CPI program for underprepared students were
derived:
1.

'llle program should be designed for underprepared students.

2.

'llle p'rogram should be flexible enough to be applied as a course or

courses ... ithin the traditional college curriculum and current remedial
program.
3.

The program should offer underprepared students the opportuni ty to

develop both basic and carple..'! thought processes.
4.

The thought precesses developed in the program should be

generalizable to various academic areas and not subject specific.
5.

The program should address the orotivational issues regarding

underprepared students.
6.

'llle irrplerrentation of the program should be oost efficient.

The IE program designed by Feuerstein (1980) appeared to rreet
these six criteria.

IE has not been applied to a college population in

the united States, but has research to support its effectiveness and
utility in other populations (Arbitman-Smith, Baywood, and Bransford,
in press).
Feuerstein's Instrwrental Ene ic:haent
Feuerstein's IE was a CPI program which....." originally designed
for adolescents ...ho have deficits in thinking skills that are necessary
for adequate academic and social success.

An outline of the

theoretical foundations and goals of IE, a description of the IE
instructional format, and the rationale for the use of IE ...ith
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underorepared college students will be presented.

l)Je to the COlplex

and CCl"lprehensive Mture of Feuerstein 's Theory, only those aspects of
IE bac.:.':gL'ound arxi practice necessary for a basic understanding will be
provi"c:rl .

For an

in~epth,

theoretical presentation refer to

FeuersLein (1979, 1980).
Theoretical FOIUldations
Feuerstein , an Israeli psychologist, has developed his theory as a
r~sult

of his work wi t h the diverse

Israel following World war II.

~lati~'s

which

immig~ated

to

In his work with these immigrants,

Feuerstein became convinced that many o f those incividuals,

clas~ if ied

as "retarded" by traditional psychCJTetric instrw:ents, were victims of
the inadequacies of 'he inst ruments and the theoretical conceptions of
intelligence which the instruments were designed to measure.
Feu<lrstei" believed i ntelligence was a dynamic entity open to
modification and change, rather than a static quality as measured by
traditional psychCJTetric instruments and that it was closely related to
what an individual was capable of learning , rather than what he or she
had already learned.

As a result of his dissatisfaction and the

inadequacy of traditional psychCJTetric instruments, Feuerstein (1979)
deve loped the Learning Potential Assessrrent Device (LPAD), which was
designed to assess the cogni tive deficiencies of individuals.
(Feuerstein, 1980) was developed
deE iciencies assessed by the LPAD.

as a m 'thod of remediating the
In the following excerpt,

Feuerstein (1980) briefly described the ramifications of his
concept~i2ation

of intelligence.

IE
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The asslJll'(ltion that the hUJTan organism is open and arrendable
to change del1lands a very different rrethod of assessment and
evaluation, the purpose of which is to evaluate the
indivitlual's capacity to learn and, hence, to becOHe
rrodified.

'rhus, the purpose of assessment is to reveal

pr(.JCesses that may be irr{leding developrent.

t.hf,

Treatrrent may

then be d.irected at the correction of deficiencies, as a
result of which the individual will be able to alter the
course of his developrent.

(p. 2)

Feuerstein proposed to change or rrodify the cognitive structure of
individuals through the

utili~ation

ot IE .

Although it was not

explicit in his writings, Feuerstein was referring to a physiological
structural change when he wrote of cognitive structural change
Redfield, personal communication, September 1982).

L.

(D.

Thus, in

Feuerstein's view, cognitive structure has a phY5iolog

1cal

base, and

cognitive rrodification results in a permanent change in the cognitive
st.cucture of the individual.

Feue~stein's (1980)

view that an individual's cognitive structure

can be rrodified was titled

Theory of Cognitive Modifiability.

In

turn, Feuerstein'S theory of cognitive rrodifiability was based on his
concept of "Mediated Learning Experience" (MLE).

Feurstein believed

that the cognitive structure of an organism may be developed through
two rrodalities of interaction between the organism and i t s envi. .

, ·.' ;C.

The first rrodality involved direct exposure to sources of stinuli; the
second involved mediated learning experience.
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Direct exposure learning.

Direct exposure to stimuli beains with

birth and oontinues throughout the organis:n's lifetiJre.

Feue::stein

(1980) considered the direct exposure IOOdality of learning to be
consistenl with

~~

behavioral stimulus -response (S-R) learning

paraCiigm and with Piaget' s stillulus-organisrn-response (S-o-R) learning
In Feuerstein's view, the majority of what was learned in an

paradigm.

individual's lifetiJre was learned through his or her d irect exposure to
stimuli.

However, sore individUills do not learn through direct

exposure as efficiently as other individuals, although both may be
exposed to the sarre stilluli.

The differences between these individuals

are due to the second IOOdality of learning:

mediated learning

experience.
Mediated learning expe::ience.

Feuerstein (1980) believed that MlE

i s less universal than the direct exposure learning modality and
limited to human learning.

lie described his concept of MlE in the

following passage.
By rrediat.ed learning experience (MlE)

we refer to the

way in which stilluli emitted by the environment are
transformed by a 'mediating' agent, usually a parent,
s ibling, or other caregiver.

This mediating agent, guided by

his intentions, culture and errotional investment, selects and
organizes the world of stimuli for the child.

The mediator

selects stimuli that are trost appropriate and then franes,
filters and schedules thEl1l; he determines the appearance or
disappearance of certain stimuli and ignores others .

Through

this process of mediation, the cognitive structure of the
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child is affected.
learning

~t~ ,

The child acquires behavior patterns aJ'd

which in turn become modified through

diI~

exposure to stimuli (Feuerstein, 1980, pp. 15-15).
t'c oerstein '1980) stated that the concept or HIE could be
expressed in a S-H-Q-R paradigm, in which a human mediator (H)
intervenes between the stimulus (S) and organism (0).
Feuerstein's perspective required a

reoon~ptualization

differences in intellectual and cognitive development.

(1380) theory, individual cognitive

The adoption of

a~fferenC&S

of individual
In Feuerstein's

are not the direct

result of differences in genetic makeup, or the amount of environmenta'
stimulation .

Rather, Feuerstein viewed individual cognitive

differences as being a direct result of the quality and quantity of HIE
the individual receives during their development.
The relationship beb.·een MLE and direct exposure learning may be
described as follows :

the capacity and efficiency of an individual's

learning through direct exposure to stirruli was dependent on how early
and how often an individual was subjected to effective MLE.

Thus, the

"",re and the earlier an individual was subjected to MLE, the greater
would be his or her capacity to learn through direct exposure.
Conversely, if an individual was subjected to ineffective or infrequent
MLE early in his or her development, the less capable he or she would
be in learning through direct t<XpOSure to stirruli.
Retarded pp.xformance.

If individual3 have been deprived of

suffici ent aadiated learnbg experiences, their performance within
their environaent will be retarded.

An

regard to terminology RUst be made here.

inportant distinction with
Feuerstein did not use the

word "retarded" to rrean "rrentally retarded" in the traditional sense.
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He viewed the individual as a "retarclei performer" because his or her
performance was retarded, not the individual.

Feuerstein's

conceptualization of retardation was :oore than a sanantic issue.

As

Peuerste; , (1980, p. 36) explained i t , "thd e ffects of a lack of MLE
may be conceptualized as depr:ving

th~

indivi6ua1 of the prerequisites

of higher rrental processes , despj te a potentially norr.lal capacity
inherent in him. "
Cognitive functions.

'!be "prerequisites of higher rrental

processes" that Feue r s tein referred to were specific cognitive
functions "that underlie internalized, representational and operational
thought" (Feuers tein, 1980, p. 71).

~

lack, or insufticiency of MLE

resulted i n deficient cognitive functions which, in turn, were
responsible for the r etarded cognitive performance of the individual.
~euer. g te i n

(1980) has compiled a list of the deficient cognitive

functions (Appendix A), but has made no claim that the list of
defic ient cognitive functions is either definitive or exhaustive, and
he acknowledged that sane overlap between deficiencies may exist. He
stated that the list of deficient fw.ctions were ·conceptualized for
purposes of analysis, understanding of the

~~rlying

processes, and

for didactic purposes" (p. 72).
Surrmary.

To s\.llllllaCize and clarify Feuerstein's theory, it may be

said that rrediated l earning experiences are aligned on a quantitative
and qualitative continulJll.

Indi vic.uals on the upper end of the

continuum, who have received sufficient and effective MLE, are more
l i ke ly and more capable of learning through direct experience than
individuals at the lC1o'er end of the continuun, who have received
insufficien~

and ineffective MLE.

In turn, the cognitive deficiencies
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which result fran a lack of 3Ufficiwt dlld effective MLE are also a
matter of degree, and :..,t a "have" or "have not" proposition.
The idea that the cognitive structure of a retarded perfonrer can
be altered is inportant i n understanding Feuerstein' s (1980) theory.

Ho\oiever, Feuerstein did not propose to create cognitive functions;
rather, he proposed to ranedi,ate the cogni tive functions that exist in
almost every individual.

In Feuerstein's view, the rp.tarded performer

possessed the capacity and potential for cognitive lTOdifiability, and
thus i:Tproved cognitiva perfornance.

The cognitive functions may be

deficient, but the potential for lTOdifiability does exist within the
cognitive structure of the individual (Feuerstein concedes that organic
damage may inte rfere with effective learning through direct experience,
but he has mai ntained that a lack of MLE is the primary factor in
retarded perfo rmance).
Fran Feuerstein's I1'Odel, a

cpr program would first have to

ranediate the deficient cognitive functions caused by a lack of MLE.
As the deficient functions are corrected, the individual beoares

capable of conplex thought, such as abstract thinking, analytical
reasoning, or problem solving.

The role of IE may be described in

another adapt ion of the S-o-R learning paradigm.

The paradigm beoares

S-H(IEJ-o-R, in which IE is inserted to provide the MLEs which the
individual lacks, thereby crodUying the individual's cognitive
structure , and ranediating the deficient cognitive functions.

The

concept of rrediated learning experience has been viewed as the primary
foundation on which Feuerstein's theory of cognitive 1TOd.if i ability
rests.
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GoI\ls of Instrunental Enrichment
The mnjor goal of IE was

to increase the capaci ty of the human organism to becane
acdified through <'.ireet exposure to stinuli and experiences
prOlfided by the encounters wit:, liCe events and with formal
and informal learning oppor tunities (Feuerstein , 1980, p.

115) •
This major goal i nvolved

increasi~g

through direet experience.

an individual's capacity to learn

Six specific subgoals weco outlined.

These

goals were:
1.

the correcdon of the deficient cognitive functions of the

individual.
2.

the acquisition of basic concepts, labels , vocabulary, operations,

and relationships necessary for doing IE l essons .

Feuerstein believes

that indiv : duals nust acquire these concepts if they are to think at
the formal level

3.

~d

consider abstract relationships and rules .

the production of intrinsic motivation through habit formation.

This goal is unique to the IE program.
internal nee::

!:j.s\.dTI,

Habit was defined as an

and the habit of using higher level rental

operations Ill.lSt be developed within the individual if he or she is to
use these operations outside of the IE classroom.
4.

the production of refle ctive, insightful processes in the student.

This subgoal involved decreasing the ilT{:lulsive thinking ar. i behavior
d.aracteristic of the retarded perforlTer and cultivating a reflective
approach to problem solving.
5.

the creation of task-intrinsic motivation.

This subgoal

r~ires
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developing in an individual the intrinsic enjoyment of success in a
task for its own sake, without external 'Ceward or rrotivation to
succeed.

'fask-intrinsic IIDtivation differs fran intrinsic IIDtivation

("'ubgoal 3) in that intrinsic IIDtivation is by definition an internal
need or habi.: to use higher order rrental procesaes; task-intrinsic
IIDtivation depends on the conscious enjoyment of challengin'J tasks.
6.

the arousal of the learner fran h i.s or her rol'" of passive

recipient and reproducer of informaticn by changing the ; ndividual into
an active generator of new information.

The role of passive recipient

and reproducer of information has been described somewhat derogat r ily
as "memorization-regurgitation" learning.

Feuerstein's goal was to

help the learner gather information and actively process it, and
thereby self""9enerate new insights, ideas, and infotmation.
IE Instruction Format
The "instrurrents" used in the IE class are

paper-and-pencil

exercises which are distributed to the class one sheet at a tine.
There is a total of fifteen instruments consisting of IIDre than 500
total pages of exercises. The IE program was designed to be used for
one hour lessons, three to five days weekly for approximately three
years.

The instrurrents were designed for focus on sp.."Cif ic cogni ti ve

deficiencies and, 1n addition, to address many other
learning, such as reflective, insightful

pr~requisites

of

~19ht.

The typical IE lesson consists c f six crnponents:
(a) introduction, (b) independent work period, (c) discussion, (d)
sunmary, (e) principles, and (f) bridges.

The introduction is used to

present the in.:.trurrent to the students, define the applicable
vocabulary necessary to discuss the page, and to develop strategies for
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solving the problems on the page.
the students solve the

probl~~

Dlring

within

· ~. e

tr.~

ir<'lependent wcrlr period

e<ercises while the toacher

circulates through the class checking for errors, focusing the
student 's atLention on the cognitive

stra~~ies

necessary for successful completion, and
experience difficulties with the page.

~elping

and cognitive functions
those students who

r':;le discussion is used to

discuss the problems the students had, the :;trategies they used to
complete the page , and tc develop

principl~s

and bridges.

A principle

is a general rule or stateme:"t which can be applied to many situations
and is drawn out of the exercise and discussion of t he lesson .

A

bridge is a concrete exarrple or application of the principle.

For

exatll?le, the principle for a page might be:

It is necessary to

organize !Oor efficiency, convenience, and ·.mdersta'l(ling.

Possible

bridges for this principle might be the developnent of a study plan to
organize a student's time; the

es~~lishrnent

of priorities and personal

objectives in their life; or the observation that grocery stores and
libraries would be extremely inefficient without an organizational
system.

Before the lesson is over the students and teacher sl.ll11Tarize

the lesson, reviewing the principles and bridges developed, the
cognitive functions involved , and what has been learned in the lesson.
During each lesson the students are encouraged to consider their
own thinking processes and determine if their strategies are efficient

and effective in

r~~lltion

of the exercise

p~oblems.

If necessary,

the students are assist.!d in developing alternative strategies for
proper solution and in determining the specific cognitive functions
involved in a particular lesson.

The principles and bridge" are used

to demonstrate hcrw the IE lesson may be applied outside the IE class,
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especial ly in school, and wi thin other aspects of the

,,~'.jents '

lives

as well.
The f lexibility of the IE program lies in the principles and
bridges derived fran a lesson.

As the IE program progresses the

students are expected to begin developing principles and bridges of
their awn.

HOoIever, the teacher may direct the discussion toward a

particular area, such as studY skills or a specified content area.
Rationale for the Use of IE with Underprepared College Students
The. major assUlTl?tion underlying the use of IE in this studY was

that many of those students who enter college unde rprepared are
"retarded perfonrers" \OIith regard to college academic performance.
That underprepared students are "o-entally retarded" in the traditic-nal
sense was not intended.

Rather, in keeping with Feuerstei ,'s

definition, underprepared college students are often deficient in the
cognitiv~

thinking.

functions which are the prerequisites for higher order
Arons (1979), Fuller (1981), Tanlinson-Keasey and Eisert

(1978), and WhinDey (1977) stated that higher order thinking (e.g.
abstract thought, analytical reasoning, sequential thought) is
necessary and e.'-pected in college, although the}' believed that as many
iiS

50 percent of frestunen do not dem:>llstrate these thought processes

consistently. Feuerstein differea \OIith than in his conception of
prerequisites for higher o::der thought, the cognitive functions.

In

Feuerstein' ; theory the deficiencies in cogni tive functions are a
matter of degree. The average underprepared college student is alnDst
certainly operating at a cognitive level sufficient for most
nonacademic endeavors.

HOoIeVer, underprepared

coll~e

students are

usually not operating at the cognitive level necessary to sucoeed in
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college.

It follows that specific academic skills such as math or

reading are deficient, since, theoretically, the prerequisites for
these higher order operations have not been established.
The rationale for the use of IE with underprepared college
students has thrb! aspects.

The first involved a carparison of the

characteristics of underprepared students with the characteristics of
subgoal~

retarded performers which can be inferred fram the goa13 and
of lEo

The second aspect concerned the ercphasis on rrotivatiOlli!.l

factors in rEmi'dial prograrrs shared by Feuersi:ein and rerredial college
educators.

The third aspect was the theoretical potenbal of the IE

program to inprove thinking and learning processes in underprepared
college students .
Characteri stics.
described

3S

~ithmetic

follows.

Underpcepared college stutients have been
They have deficienciee in reading, writing, and

(Cross, 1976; Maxwell, 1979; Roueche & Snow, 1977).

have poor study habits (Cross, 1976; Maxwell, 1979; Roueche

&

1ney
Soow,

1977) and below average standardized test scores (Maxwell , 1979;
Roueche & Snow, 1977).

They tpnd to be impulsively disparaging of

self., vulnerable to disparagarent by others, lack insight about self ,
lack a clear set of personal goals and values, have frequent
depre ssions, and are anxious (i.fixwell, 1979).

Ur.derp,-efl\Ced students

may lack proficiency or practice in analytical

approach~q

to

probl~

solving, have difficulties in working toward abstract goals or for
syutx>lic rewards, and have a strong leaning toward the applied
professions (Klingelhofer & Hollander, 1973).

They have a poor

image (Cross, 1976; Roueche & Soow, 1977), an external

lOL~

~f

of

control, and are m:>tivated primarily by external rewards (Maxwell,
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1979).

Finally, they tend to be "c'lependent" learners who like to have

tasks explained to them, rather than prov i de thei r a.m solutions
(Cross, 1976).
caution

i~

necessary when generalizing across indivic'luals.

Howeve r, the uniformity in the descriptions of underprepared college
students provided in the literature on remediation lends support to the
list of characteristics provided here.

In addition, the list

hel~

in

conceptualizing the eoornvus task of those educators working with
underprepared students.
Retarded perfooners shared many of the c1aracteristics of
underprepared college students.

Retarded perfooners have a his'":>ry of

low achieverent in schcol and are deficient in many of tlle basic
academic skills.

They lack the basic concepts, labels, vocabu...ary,

operations, and relationships necessary for the mastery of catplex
cognitive tasks.

They lack an intrinsic need or motivation to use

higher order mental processes such as abstract or evaluative thought.
They tend to be irrpulsive, and not think reflectively or be insightful
concerning their a.m thought prc-.--esses or behavior.
performers are exte rnally motivated.
reproducers of information.

Retarded

They are passive recipients and

That is,

"he expresses himself as one who, at best, can percei ve the
stiauli and

r~ive

informatior. and reproduce it, but who

cannot produ.:e new information by hifrr,elf by using
inferential thought processes in elaborating the data
available to him" (Feuerstein, 1980, p. 280)
Feuerstein described the passive role as being one in whicil the
retarded performers felt they

~re

acted upon

and could not take an
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active r.)le in their e nvirorurent.
retarded perforner<; s'lffers.

~s

a result, the self-image of

Finally, tr.e

reta~ded

perforners have

certain deficient cognitive functions due to a lack of
roodiated learning experiences .

effec~ive

The camonality of the characteristics

provided here served to highlight the similariti es bebieen "retarded
perfoorers · and underprepar<'<1 rolleg2 students.
Motivation.
(1977)

Cross (1976), Maxwell (1979) and Roueche and Snow

enphasized that rrotivational factors flU.\st loe considered when

dealing with underprepared colleg2 students.

Th", inportance of

motivation seems obvious when one considers that even "prepared"
college students, with the necessary academic skills, will not succeed
in college i f they lack the rro>.ivation to s ucceed.

Feuerstein

recognized rrotivational factors and has attenpted to provided
rrotivational developrent within the IE prCXJram.

Feu('rstein proposed to

prcxluce intrinsic motivation through habit formation.

Feuerstein

intended to prcxluce all internal need/habit to use and apply the
thinking skills developed in the IE program.

Feuerstei n believed

intrinsic rrotivation to use complex thinking skills was necessary
because the external envirorurent of the student often did not encourage
o r require the application of the s kills.

Task-intrinsic motivation

was the second type of rrotivation Feuerstein intenderl to prcxluce in the
r e tarded perf oorer .

Task-intrinsic rrotivation moy be generally

described as e njoyment of a task f or its own sake, outside of external
reward for task performance.
IE instruments to be
and neaningful.

j

For this pur[Xlse, Feuerst.ein desig:l9d the

nteresting and appealing, as well as pur[Xl5eful

lt can be seen within the rrotivational context that IE

may be especially applicable for underprepared college students.
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Theo ~"tical

potential of IE.

If deficient cognitive functions are

co"siderru causal factors in the underprepared college students 0 lack
of academic success, then the reasons for their low achieverrent beClCl!re
aure

appaL~t.

They lack tile prerequisites for learning effectively

through direct experience and

in~':ruction .

Basically then, before they

can learn, they nust first learn how to learn.

It was hypothesized

that IE could inprove thinking and learning skills in the college
students who needed the iJTproverrent JOClst, underprepared college
students .
Although IE wag originally designed for adolescent retarded
perforners, Feuerstein stated that IE is "accessible to, and useful to,
a wide range of [X'PUlat.lons of levels, age s , and skills" (p. 290).
Passow (1980), in an article describing IE wrote,
\oIhile the program was particularly designed to deal with
adolegcents who are retarded perforners, the goals and
processes are applicable to all learners, fran young children
to c.dults, whose lack of mediated learning experience and
de ficient cognitive functioning contributes to low
performance. (pp. 396-397)
IE was designed to be used within the regular school curriculum.
It was inte nded to supplement, rather than replace traditional
educational Lnstruction.

The principles and bridges developed in an IE

lesson can be directed toward the content area which is considered most
irr.pcrtant by a wliversity faculty.

For example, within a college

setting the bridges or applications of the principles developed in
class could focus on study skills.

However, it is inportant to

understand that the IE class would not necessarily teach study skills.
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r~L~er,

the IE class would help develop the prerequisiLe thinking

pr~'BSses

necessary for understand1ng and applying specific study

skills.
As a final point, the p.1rpose of the progra." fOl- underprepared

students should be addressed.

Cross (1976) distinguished bebleen

programs labeled "resredial" and "develo[,n!ntal" depending upon the
purpose of the program.
(1976) as

~hose

Ra,mial program; were described by cross

desi.gned to overCOllE and correct academic weaknesses.

Developmental programs would be those
talents of students,

~~ether

design~

to "develop the diverse

academic or not" (Cross, 1976, p. 31).

While IE has certainly been concerned with the "rerediation" of
cognitive deficiencies, fran cross' perspective, IE would be
"d~ve10pmenta1"

~abeled

as

in the br.oadest sense of the word.
Sumnary

'Ihrough the literature surveyed in this chapLer, the wriLer has
examined the prediction of college success; raredia1 education in
higher education; cognitive process instruction in higher education;
and the thecretical foundations , goals, and instructional format of IE.
The rationale for the use of IE with underprepared college students has
also been preser.ted .

'l'he review was intended as an introduction and

background to the specific areas necessary for understanding the
hypothesis of tJ-. i s thesis, not as a crnprehensive overview of the
topics discussed.
The review of the lir.erature revealed that as many as 90 percent
of identif ied, underprepared oollege students fail to OC1l\'leLe college.
Although efforts in the prediction of college success have attsrpted to
use non-intellective predictors such as personality and background
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characteristics, stpndardized aptitude tests and high school GPA were
regarded as the best single predictors. Standardized test scores were
the most commonly used predictors.
,-"urses for rerrediation of academic deficiencies have been the
prilTlilt"'l educational response to underprepared students' difficulties in
college.

Reredial eHorts at the college level have been generally

unsuccessful , although the success of same programs suggest that
underprepared students can be helpej.

College rerredial educators

recognized cogni tive factors in the education of underprepared
students; however, the possibility of increasing underprepared
students ' abilities to think and learn through CPI has been relatively
unexplored.
Problem solving CPI approaches in higher education have been
subject-specific and airred at the average or superior student.
Piagetian-based CPI programs requiredpersonnel and financial resources
that many universities can not or will not provide.

Both forms ot CPI

failed to address the basic processes that theoretically precede
complex thought or explicitly define the role of the teacher as a
lrediator of information.
Feuerstei.n 's IE was a

cn

program that was designed for

unde rprepared adolescent students, which could be applied within the
traditional college curriculwn.

IE offered students the opportunity to

develop both basic WId complex thinking skills.

IE was designed to

generalize to various academic areas, address motivational issues, and
be iIrplemented on a cost-effective basis.

Hcwever, IE has not been

tested with a college pap.1lation in the United

States.

Therefore, IE

was a viable educational approach that could be be used experinentally
with underprepared college students.

Chapter III
Method

Setting of Study
This study was conducted at Western Kentucky University (Western),
a public university located in Bowling Green,

Kentuc~i.

At the time of

this study, western had an open-admissions policy and an enrollnent of
approximately 12,000 students.

All applicants for admission to

western's undergraduate prograsrs (a ) ITUlst have a high school diplara or
high school equivalency degree and (b) DUst have taken the American
COllege Test (ACT).

Because o[ western's open admissions policy ,

<:pplicants are not rejected on the basis of ACT scores; rather, ACT
scores a re lISed for program planning

~~.

western officials have

reported that as many as 60 percent of entering freshnen do not
grad..>ate fran western (R. Sutton, personal camunication, June, 1982).
This percentage included students who transferred to other
uni versi ties.
considered

In an effort to maintain matriculation among students

to be at r e latively high risk for failure, western offers

remedial courses in English, Mathematics, Reading, and Psychology on a
voluntary basis.

Most of' the remedial classes in the various

disciplines are not coordinated through a central remedial program.
Subjects
The subjects for this study consisted of 65 undergraduate students
enrolled in Western Kentucky University during the Fall 1981 serester.
The age range was 17 to 28, with 94 percent of the subjects falling
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The

indepe~nt

variabl. was

t~

of instruction (IE versus

college success s trateqies, c .g., goal setti ng, decision making, and
values clarification).
1.

changes in IoJ

The depender.t variables ;;ere :
oS

measured by the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence

Test , Nonverbal Battery, Level H, Form A (Lorge, Thorndike,

&

Hagen,

1966) .

2.

Changes in self-concept as treasured by the Tennessee Self

Concept Scale (Fitt=, 1965).

3.

Overall GPA for the Fall 1981 semester; GPA for the Fal l 1981

senester after raroving the effect of the grade obtained in Psychology
OSO; GPA for Fall 1981 senester afte r ralDving the effect of grades
ob~ained

in any renedial

lev~l

class; and overa ll GPA for the Spring

1982 semester.
4.

Student attriticn rates in the Spring 1982 and Fall 1982

saresters.

S.

Descriptive data obtained fran an experimenter-<lesigned

instrument developed to measure study habits .
6.

Descriptive data obtained Eran an experirnenter-<lesigned course

evaluation form.
I nstrU/nentatioll
Intell igence
The Lorge-Thorndike Intellige nce Test is a test of abstr \ct
intelligence which can be group-administered.
'I"eChnical Manual U..,rge et al., 1966 p.
i ntelligence as
among ideas.·

1)

The Lorge-Thorndii<e

defined abstract

·the ability to work with ideas and the relationships
Level H of the Multi-Level Edition was developed for

high school seniors and college freshmen.

The Nonverbal Battery was
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provided to eccol1l"'ny the basic verbal series si nce the a uthors
reO)gnized that a verbal test may inadequa t e ly appraise sore
individual's abilities .

The NonvE.rbal Battery consists entirely of

pictori - l , diagrar.matic , and nurrerical items.

Titles of the three

subtests are figural analogies, figure classification, and number
series (Lorge e t al., 1966).
The

Gdd~en reli~bility

for Nonverbal, Level H raw scores was

. 90; alte rnative forms reliability for Nonverbal, Level H scores was
. 92; and the standard error of measurement at the 99 percent confidence
level was :3.

The reported practice effect for Level H at about a one

week interval was an average

10 gain of 4. 37 points (Lorge et al.,

1966).
Sel f Conceot

The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) consists of 100 self
descriptive statements, is self-administering for individuals or
groups, and can be used with subjects age 12 or older with at least a
siKth grade

~eading

level (Fitts, 1965).

The total P (Positive) score

is considered by Fitts (1965 p. 2) to be the rrost irrportant score
derived fran the TSCS because it "reflects the overall level of self
esteem ."

'!'he effects of gender, age, race, level of education, and

intelligence on the scores of the TSCS were demonstrated by Fitts to be

qui te neglig ible .

The test-:etest reliability for the total P soore

over a bo.u week period was .92 (Fitts, 1965).
Grade Point Average
Fc:ur GPAs were obtained or calculated fran university reoords for
each student in the eKperimental and control groups:

(a) overall GPA

for the Fall 1981 serrester; (b) GPA for Fall 1981 after r€IIDVing the

S3
effect of the grade obtained in Psycholog/ 050;

(CJ

GPA for Fall 1981

after reroving the effect ot grade s obtained in any renedial level
class; and (d) overall GPA for the Spring 1382 serrester.
Obt~ined

GPA data were

in order tv determine if th" independent variable had a

significant effect on academic achieverrent level.

'l'he renedial course

grades for the Fall 1981 GPA were reroved in order to obtain a IlOre
accurate estimation of the students' academic achieverrent levels
without the grade inflation anticipated fran the renedial course
grades.
Attrition Rates
The attrition rates were obtained fran university records for
stude nts in the experimantal and control groups.
Obta ned because continUed

Attrition data were

matriculation was viewed as an irr{lortant

success indicator of the renedial classes.
Study Habits
An

experimanter-<:lesigned questionnaire was developed to gather

descriptive data concerning study habits.

The areas quest:.ionned

included reading haLits, attitudes toward reading, study habits,
atti tudes toward study, concept of study, and arrount of tima spent
studying.

No specific hypotheses were fornal concerning the data

obtained fran the study habits questionnaire, which was used both pre
and post treat:rrent.

The study habits questionnaire appears in Appendix

B.
Course Evaluation
The course evaluation form was developed by the experiJoonter to
gather information regarding the experimental group's attitudes toward
IE :nstruction and the format of the class.

Because IE had not
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previously bEen used witt. a college population in the United States,
the experimental group's reactions toward IE were considered to be
e3pecially important in order to facilitate the delineation and
dLscussion of future research needs.

An equivalent course evaluation

form was developed for the control group.

No specific hypotheses were

forrred concerning the data gathered by the (X)Urse evaluation forms.
The course evaluation forms appear in

A~ndix

C.

Analysis
Description of ';he analysis has been divided int.:> tlolO sections.
The first section describes the analyses of the quant ; tative data
generated bY the hypotheses concerning the 10, self concept, GPA, and
attrition variables. The second section describes the evaluation of the
descriptive data gathered from the study habits questionnaires and
course evaluation forms.
Enrollment in the Psychology 050 classes was not limited to
beginning fresturen due to voluntary and open enrollment standards.
Only those students who

(a) were first serester fresluren and (b) had

an ACT carposite score below 16 were included in the attrition rate and
GPA analyses.

Only those students for which both pretest and posttest

scores were available were included in the Lorge-Thorndike IO and TSCS
total P score analyses.

Only those students who were enrolled in the

experimental or control sections of Psychology 050 were included in the
study habits and (X)Urse e , 'aluation analyses.

Analyses of quantitative Data
In an effort to control for the average practice effect, 4.4 IJ
points (Lorge et al., 1966) were subt.racted from the posttest score

ss
obtained by each subject .

Following the adjust:m;!nt f er practice

effect, the::lata were s ubnitted t o an Analysis of Covariance u,qing the
ANOVA subprogram of the Statistical Package for t he Social Sciences
(Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenne r, & Bent, 1975). The pretest scores of
t ile Lorge-Thorndike f unctioned as the covariate.

Anallsi s of

Covd[iance (AN:XlVA) was us ed to increase the precis ion o f the analysis
becau,se of differences between the group

meMS

on the pre tests.

Howeve r, the group !rean differences were not significant on the
pretest .
Subprogram AN:NA of t he Statistical Package for the Sr!,j&J.
Sci ences (SPSS) was a l so used to conduct an analysis o f cova riance o n
the TSCS data.

The pre t est total P scores functioned as the covariate.

Agai n, an ANODVA was us ed to increase the precision of the analysis
becausp- of inita1 group mean differences, although the group mean
differe nces were not significant.
The Fall 1981 GPA data were analyzed using a 2 x 3 analysis of
var i ance

(AroJA)

with repeated measures on the GPA variable.

The AN:NA

~red

the exper irrental and control groups by overall GPA, GPA

without the e ffect of the Psychology 050 course grade, and GPA without
the ef fect of any r eaedial course grades.
A2 X2

T>J'(NA

was used to catpare ove rall Fall 1981 GPA and

OIIerall Spring 1982 GPA, between the experirrental and control groups.
In both analyses of variance, subjects in the control group were
randomly deleted in orde r to provide equal sample s izes.
Attrition rate data for the experiJrental and control groups in the
Spring 1982 and Fall 1982 SAmesters were analyzed using a 2 X 2
chi-square procedure.

The chi-square analysis catpared the
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experimental and control groups' attrition rates across the two
serres ten: .
Analyses of Descriptive Data
The study habits questionnaires (Appendix B) and course evaluation
fu~

(A~

dix C) we.e originally developed to g3ther information

concerning underpmpared students' study habits and attitudes toward IE
instruction.

Sele cte1 itens were used for carparisons of the

<'.xperimental and contr<,l groups and/or
both groups.

pr~ test

to posttest ch'illge for

Three itens fran the study habits questionnaires (Itens

4, 7, & 8), and two itens fran the ccurse evaluat.ion fonus (Itens 16 &
17) pralided desc riptive data which are preSE'nted descriptively in
Appendix H7, H8, H9, 16, and 17.

Analyses for seven itens fran the

course evaluation (Items 1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 17, & 19)

t~t

the

experimenter judged were of limite1 interest to readers outside of this
study (e.g., nON could your instructor int:>rcve?)
this thesis.

were not

~'resented

in

The delete1 items were used for information cxmoerning

follow-up IE research.

All other itens in the study habits

questionnai res and course evaluations were analyzed using necessary and
appropriate statistical procedures .
Procedure
In August 1981 the experimenter met with a faculty comti.ttee.

The

purpose of that comti. ttee was to determine the rrost appropriate
application of IE to underprepared college students.

The product of

that meeting was a list of pertinent concepts and principles that the
oc:mnittee believed would be especially applicable to lloderprepared
oollege students .

The list of pertinent oonoepts and principles

appears in Appendix D.

Specific exercises fran the first year IE
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p::ogram were selected for putposes of tee-:hing .:he concepts and
principles generated by t:-,p' experirrentp.r ar.j faculty carrnittee.
The study was conducted during the first half of the Fall 1981
!'.E!fllester.

The p.xper iJrental and control clao;ses (Psychology 050) each

net for nne nour, twice weekly for eight \Ooei!ks.

Thz first class period

for all groups was used to i'lcqu,lint the students with the availability
of academic support services

and to give a general introduction to the

course as a course designed for teaching strategies necessary for
success in college.

The students were not inforned that they w:>uld be

pretested.
The second r.lass period f or all groups was used for pretescing.
The Lorge-Thorndike Nonverbal Battery and TSCS were administered
folla..i:\g the standardized procedures in the test manuals.

The study

habits pretest questionnaire (Appendix B) was distributed to the
students at the end of the pretesting period.

Students were instructed

to OCIIl'lete the questionnnaires and return than during the folla..ing
class neeting.

The students in all groups were told the tp.sting was

being conducted in orJer to evaluate the effectiveness o f the course
and w:>uld not affect their course grade.

The test administrators were

the experinenter and an experinenter-trained examiner ....:10 renained
blind concerning the identity of the groups .

Each test administrator

tested one oontrol section and one experinental section .

The

posttesting took place during the final class period in early October
19&1.

The students were inforned that tes::ing w:>uld be conducted

during the final class period in order to evaluate the course and that
the results would not affect their course grade.

The

experinenter-trained examiner and the experinenter conducted the
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posttests.

:'~ch

test administrator tested the r.ont.rol and experinental

section which he had rYlt tested in the pretest.
Course e valuation f.orms (Appendix Cl \ were COTpleted by marbers of
the experilrental group during the class rreeting prior rreeting prior to
l..osttesting.
B~)

The post-treatl!ent study habits questionnaires (Appendix

were distributed during the next to the last rreeting of the class

in roth the control and experilrental groups
beginning of the posttesting period .

and collected at the

Following carpletion of the

course , it was detennined that course e valuations by the students in
the control group could prove useful fo r carparing the a ttitudes of the
experilrental and control groups toward the differe nt types o f
instruction .

A course evaluation equivalent to that used •.'i th the

experilrental c;roup was designed IAppendix C2) and mailed to students in
the control g r oup.

Twenty-one usable course evaluations were returned

by students in the control group.

Treatnent
Course grading criteria for both the experilrental and control
sections

~~re

equivalent; two-thirds of the grade was detennined by

attendance and the remaining thi rd was detennined by carpletion of
homework and participation in classroom discussions and activities .
Fach of the two sections of the control group

"las

taught by a different

i.nstructor; the experilrenter taught both sections of the experilrental
group.

A total of 16 hour-long class periods were available for

instruction.

After the introduction period and testing periods had

been deducted fran the total tilre available , approxilnately 12 to 13
hours of instruction had been oonducted with the control and
experilrental groups.

The control groups classes were conducted pr.imarily usi :". a

lecbKe format with same discussion of topics such as a goal setting,
decisi on making. and values clarification.
~re

The experimenul cl3SSE's

discussion oriented and adhered to Feuerstein's emphasis on active

participation and input by the E;tude!lts in the learning process.
Because discussions in the experiment<.l classes varied acco,di.ng to the
student input, the topics and principie s varied between the two
sections of the experimental group.

An outline of topics, principles,

instrunent pages, and harework 3.ssignmants u.oed for u-aching the IE
experimental classes appears in l\f'p<'.,,,iix E.
The experimenter's qualifications to teach IE consisted of
approximately 40 hours of training in the first year instruments and
certification as a begi nning level IE instructor .
no previous formal teaching experience.

The experimenter had

The control group instructors

were experienced teachers who had pr.eviously taught Psychology 050 to
underprepared students.

Chapter IV
Results
The Results chapter will be divided into two sections. The first
section presents the results of the quantitative data analyses; the
second section presents the results o{ the descriptive data analyses.
Quantitative Data Analyses
Intelligence
The 10 test data obtained f ran pre and posttesting using Form 1\ of
the Nonverbal 'lattery of the wrge-Thorndike Intelligence Test were
subnitted to I\nalysis of Covariancp.

(AJ:¥:XNA)

using subprogram MOlI\ of

the SPSS carputer analysis program (Nie et al., 1975) .

!In AJ:¥:XNA was

used to increase the precision of the analysis because of grou~ mean
differences on the pre test.

Only those students for whan bo~ pretest

and post test scores were available (N=65) were included in the
analysis.

To control for average practice effect (wrge et al., 1966),

4.4 10 points were subtracted fran the posttest score of each subject
prior to analysis.

1\ summary of the I\NOOVI\ is presented in Table 4.

Presented in lIppendix F are the adjusted and \IDildjusted means and
standard deviations oi the pretest and posttest 10 scores for both
groups.
Signi.ficant effects were found for the Covariate (F = 116.52;
df = 1, 62; P<' .Oll, indicating that the pretest covariate acoounted
' or a significant aJrount of the total variance.
were found for Groups (F = .00; df = 1, 62).
60

No significant effects

61

Table 4
lDrge--'ftlomdikp IO Soores :

Source

Sunrnary of Ana'ysis of Covarian03

ss

df

p

MS

Covariate

1

7588.10

7588.10

116.52

.01

Main Effect
(Group)

1

.00

.00

.00

.99

62

4037.76

65.13

64

11625.86

181.65

Er ror
Total

Tennessee Self Concept Scale Scores
The tot;al P score data obtai ned fran pre and posttesting with the
TS':S were sul:xni tted to A1:¥JNA 'l5ing subprogram AliOIA of the SPSS

computer analysis program (Nie et a1., 1975).

Only those students for

whan both pretest and posttest scores were available (N=65) were
included in the analysis.
Table 5.

A sunrnary of the A1:¥JNA is presented in

Adjusted and Wladjusted

DeanS

and standard deviatioos for the

experiIrental and control group pre and post total P scores are in
APpendix G.
Significant effects

~~re

found for the Covariate (F

= 60.09;

df = 1, 62; p<. .Oll, indicating that the pretest covariate accounted

for a significant aJIOunt of the total variance.
were found for Groups (F

= .10;

df

= 1,

62) ,

No significant effects

62
5

· ~able

TSCS Total P Scores:

Source

IUlaly ~is

Su....mry of

of Covariance

ss

df

p

F

Covariate

1

28548.58

28548.58

60.09

.01

Main F.ffect
<Group)

1

48.42

48.42

. 10

.75

62

29455.13

47 5 .08

64

58052.13

907.06

~ror

Total

Grade Po int

Averag~

The GPA data for. the Fall 1981 serrester were analyzed using a 2 X
3 repeated rreasures AN:NA.

The

r~ptOated

:reasuces or trials were

(a)

overall Fall 1981 GPA (GPA); (b) GPA for Fall 1901 after removing the
effect of the grade obtained in Psychology 050 (GPAP); and (c) GPA for
Fall 1981 after rem:lVing the effect of grades obtained in any rare<iial
level class (GPAR).

Cnly !ltudents who were fi rst serrester freshaen

with ACr carposite scores of

l~ss

than 16 enrolled in the experimantal

and control sect;ons were included in the analysis.

Data "",re randanly

deleted fran the control group data set in order to obtain an equal
sample size of 23 per cell .
A significant dfect was found for trials (F
p <' .Ol) .
df

= 1,43)

88) •

= 55.15;

df

= 2,

88;

No significant e ffects were found for Groups (F = . 03;

nor for the group by trials interaction

~F ~

. 00; df

A sumnary of the AN:NA results is presented in Table 6.

= 2,
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Using the Neuman-Keuls procedure for pairwise carparisons,
post-hoc analysis revealed that

control group GPAR was significantly

lower than control g coup GPAP and oontrol group GPA (p<:.Ol), control
group GPAR was also significantly lower than expe.rillental group GPAP
and experimantal group GPA rp< .01), and expe.rillental group GPAR was
significantly lower than control group GPA and experillental group GPA
(p< .01).

The three maasures of GPA for the experillental and control

groops are depicted in Figu'O" 1.
Table 6
Fall 1981 GPA:

Sl.IIlIIlary of Analysis of Variance

Source

df

~tween

45

89.19

Group

1

Error

MS

F

p

.07

.07

.03

n.s.

44

89.12

2.03

92

6.56

Trials

2

3.64

1.82

55.15

Groups by
Trials
Interaction

2

.00

.00

.00

R8

2.92

.03

137

95.75

Within

Error
Total

The r,PA

data from the Fall 1981

an~

.01

n.s .

. ' -:1Ig 1982 seresters wer"

carpared using a 2 X 2 repeated maasures analysis of variance.

The

repeated maasures were overall GPA for Fall 1981 (FGPA) and overall GPA
for Spring 1982 (SGPA).

Only students who were first setnaster freshmen
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Figure 1
Mean GPA:

Fall 1982 for Experimental and Control Groups

GPA

GPAP

GPAR
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with OCI1pOsite l\Cr scores of less than 16 were included in the
analysis.

Data were randanly deleted fran the control group data set

in order to obtain an equal sarrple size of 21 per cell.

A significant effEct was foond for trials (F = 19.98 ; df = 1, 40;
p( .Oll.

No significant effects were found for groups (F =

.05;

df = 1, 40) or group by trials interaction (F = 1 .48; df =·1, 40).

A

sunmary of the l>JKNA results is presented in Table 7.
Using the Neuman-Keuls prOCEdure tor pairwise crnparisons,
post-hoc analysis revealed that experimental group SGPA was
significantly lChier than experimental group FGPA (p( .01).
pairwise cmparisons were significant.

No other

'!be rrean FGPA and SGPA for the

experimental and control grOlll's are illustrated in Figure 2.
Table 7
Fall 1981 and spring 1982 GPA:

Sunmary of Analysis of

Varian~

Source

df

ss

Between

41

31.97

Group

1

.04

.04

Error

40

31.93

• 80

42

18.84

Trials

1

10.39

10.39

19 .98

.01

Groups
by Trials
Interaction

1

.77

.77

1.48

n.s •

40

20.77

• 52

83

50.81

Within

Error
Total

F

p

.05

n.s .
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Figure ?
Mean GPA : Fall

i~81

and Spring 1982 for txperimental and Control Groups
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Attrition Rate
Attrition ratE: daG3

wc~e

sul:Jr.itted to chi-square analysis.

Only

students who were first sarester freshman with carposite Acr soores of
less than 16 enrolled ir. the E'xperi.Jrental and control 5e<:l:i008 were
included in the analysis.
procedure.

The analysis used a 2 X 2 chi-square

The two rreasures were the percentage of students fran each

group who we>:e enrolled i'l the (a) Spring 1982 serester and (b) Fall

1982 sarester.
analysis

(?(4

No significanL effects were found in the attxition rate

= .026; df = 1).

A summary ot the chi-square ana ~ysis is

presented i n Table 8.
Table 8
Attrition Rates:

Chi-Souare Sumnary

spring, 1982

Fall, 1982

% enrolled

% enrolled

Experi.Jrental

91.30

&5.22

Control

93.94

63.64

Group

( ;x:

=

.026, df = 1, n.s.)

Descriptive Data Analyses
Study Habits Questionnaires
The study habits questionnaires (Appendix B) ware analyzed itan by
itan using procedures appropriate to each of the itans.

Only students

who were eIlIolled in the experi.Jrental and control sections of

Psychology 050 in Fall 1981 were included in the analyses.

Sample size

for the groups across itans varies fran itan to itan and pre to
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posttesting due to inCUl!;?lete responses and failure on the part of sore
students to return

~~leted questionnai~es.

Pretest Uen 1.

(00 you like to read?).

The data obtained fran

: t en 1 WE . e ana1yzai us ing a 2 (t.reatm?nts) X 4 (respc.l5e optlons)
chi-square procedure.
and no choice.

'ltIe response options were yes, no, suretiJres,

Of the experil1lental group students, 16 ::esponded yes, 6

responded no, 8 r e sponded saretimes, and none responded no choice.

Of

the control group students, 16 responde:i yes, 5 res;;x:>nded no, 13
responded saretirres, and 1 responded no choice.

No significant effects

were found in the pretest lten 1 analysis (X" ; 1. 90; df ; 3).

A

summary of the chi-square results is presented in APpendix HI.
Prete"t nen 2 .

(Do

you like to r eaJ for school?).

The data

obtained fran Iten 2 W'lre ar.alyzed using a 2 (treatlrents) X 4 (re s ponse
options) chi-square procedure.
sanetiJres, and no choice.

The response options were yes, no,

Of the experirrental group students, 6

r e sponded yes, 11 respcnded no, 11 responded sanetiJres, and 3 responded
no cholce .

Of the control group students, 6 responded yes, 14

responded no, 9 responded saretiJres, and 2 responded no choice.

No

Significant e ffects were found in the pretest lten 2 analysis

(X' ; .76; df ; 3).

A sumnary of the chi-square results is presented

in APPendix Hl .
Pretest lten 3.

(00 you like to read for pleasure?).

The data

obtained fran lten 3 were analyzed us ing a 2 (treatment s) X 3 (response
op::ions ) chi-square procedure .
saretirres.

The response option" were yes, no, and

Of the experimental group students, 16 responded yes, 5

responded no, and 8 responded soretiJres.

Of the control group

students, 22 responded yes, 3 responded no, and 7 responded srnetirres.

05

NO significant effeccs were found in

(x: = 1. 33;

df

= 2),

th~ pr~test

Item 3 analysis

A surrmary of the chi-square results is presented

in Appendix H2.
Posttest Item 1.

(Are yoo

before entering college?).

r~ing

rrnre or less than yoo did

The data obtained fran posttest Item 1 were

analyzed using a 2 (treatments) X 3 (response options) chi-square
procedure.

The response opti.or.s were rrore, less, and

san"e.

Of the

experimental group, 18 responded rrnre, 2 responded less, and 1
responded
no, and

~

san"e.

Of tue canUol group, 23 responded yes, 3 responded

responded

sarrf'.

posttest Item 1 analysis

No significant effects were found in the

(x.a = .54;

df

= 2).

A surrmary of the

chi-square results is presented in Appendix H2.
Pos ttest Item 2.

(Ar" you reading rrore less for school?).

The

data obtained fran posttest Item 2 were analyzed using a 2 (treatments)
X 3 (response options) chi-square procedure.

rrnre, less, and

san"e.

The response options were

Of the experimental groop students, 21 responded

yes, none responded no, and none responded

san"e.

Of the control group

students. 25 responded "les, 3 responded no, and 2 responded

san"e.

No

significant effects were fourn in the posttest Item 2 analysis
():'= 3.88; df = 2).

A surrmary of the chi-square results is presented

in Appendix H3.
Posttest Item 3.

(Are yoo reading rrnre or less for pleasure?)

The data obtained fra. Item 3 ..are analyzed using a 2 (treatments) X 3
(response options) chi -square procedure.
rrnre, less. and

san"e.

The response optioos were

Of the experimental group students, "] responded

rrnre, 11 responded less, and 3 respooded

san"e.

Of the control group

students, 9 respond<;rl rrnre, 20 responded less, and 1 responded

san"e.
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No significant effects were [ound in the posttest Item 3 analysis

(X= 2.33;

df = 2).

1\ sl.llTlT1ary of the chi-square results is presented

in 1\ppP.ndi" 1i3.
I'retest It.em9 5 and 6, Posttest Iten 5.
did you study in high school?

Hew many hours per week do you

anticipate studying in college?
study?).

(Hew many hours per week

Hew many hours per week do you

noN

The data fr.;ro pretest Items 5 and 6 and iX>SttesL Iten 5 were

analyzed using a 2 (treatments) X 3 (levels) rgpeated measures analysis
of variance.

The three levels W2ce reported high school study hours

(HS hrs); anticipated college ,;tudy hours (I\C hes); ana r qported
college study hours (RC hrs).

Data were randanly deleted fran the

control group to obtain an equal sarrple size of 21 per cell.
of the 1>NNA is presented in Table 9.

A sl.llTlT1ary

Means and standard deviations

for tile study hours data are presented in Appendix H4.
Significant effects were found for Groups (F

= 8.81;

df

= 1,

40;

p< .Oll; Levels (F = 19.20; df = 2, 76; p( .Oll; and Interaction
(F

= 26.6;

df

= 2,

76; p<. Oll .

The Neuman-Keuls post-hoc procedure

was used to make pairwise comparisons of the significant findings.
Post-hoc oamparisons revealed that experimental group I\C hes and
RC hrs were significantly greater (p(.Oll than HS hrs of either the
control or experimental groups .

The significant Interaction effect is

accounted for by the significant difference between the control HS hes
and experir.ental I\C and RC ht >.
in Figure 3.

The study hours findings are depicted
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Table 9
Study Habits Pretest !terns 5 & 6, Posttest Item 5:
of Variance

df

Between

ss

41

2089.30

Group

1

377.18

Error

40

17i2.12

84

5552.67

2

1272.40

Within
Levels
Group
by Levels
I nteraction

2

Error
Total

F

377.18

2518.01

125

7641.97

~tudying?).

8.81

.01

636.20

20.21

.01

881.13

27.99

.01

31.48

Pretest Item 7 and Posttest Item 6 .
much do you dislike

p

42.80

1762.26

80

SummarJ of Aralysis

(On

a scale of 1 to 10, hew

The data from Items 7 and 6 were

analyzed using a 2 X 2 rulalysis of variance with repeated measures on
the dislike tcward studying variable.

Data were randanl.y deleted fran

the control group data set in oi:der to obtain an equal sanple size of
21 per cell.

No significant effects were found for groups (F

df = 1, 40); trials (F
interaction (F

= .01;

= 1.31;

df

= 1,

df =

40).

= .31;

1, 40); or the groups by trials
A SUIlInary of the AN:NA is presented

in Appendix H5. Means and standard deviations f()r the .3tudy ratings
are presented in Appendix H6.
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Figure 3
Study Ha~ \ ts Pretest Items 5 &6, Posttest Item 6:

Mean Study Hours
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Pretest and Posttest Item 4.

(What is stady·().

The data fran

t.his item were neither intended for, nor anenable to statistical
analysis.

The student responses were categorized according to the

terminology used and concepts they represented.

A percentage of

stu~nt

respOnses was tallied to determine each group's definition of

study.

For exaaple, if an experi.rrental group student had responded on

the pretest, ·study is when you read &1d try to understand the stuff
for your classes, " his or her ,'esponse would have been tallied for read

" read, II caJP.rehension "illlderstand," and specific content "stuff for.
your classes," under the experi..ental pretest colurm of the p.=rcenLage
table.

'rhis tally/pe rcentage procedure was also followed for the other

solely descriptive items.
represent idiosyncratic

Many of the definitional categories

r~sponses

by students on either the pretest or

posttest questionnaires, e .g., increase IQ, Ileditation .

The data

obt3.ined fran Item 4 are presented in Appendix H7 .
Pretest Item 8 and Posttest Item 7.

(Describe how you study.).

As with Item 4, the student responses were categorized according to the

terminology used and concepts represented .

The categorization of the

responses follClW':'d the tally/ percent..'!.ge procedure described for study
habits Item 4.

The data obtained fran Pretest Item 3 a "lu Posttest Item

7 a re pr ese"lted in

~ndix

Posttest Item 8.
changed?).

H8.

(How have your attitudes toward studying

In the experimental group, 17 of 21 (81%) reported sane

type of change in attitude toward study; 26 of 30 students (87%) in the
contlo:;' group reported sane type of change in att i. tude toward study.
The student responses """"e categorized according to the terminology
used and concepts represented.

The categorization of the responses
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followed the sane procedure described for study habits Item 4.

The

data obtai'led f r an Postt est I tem 8 are presented in Appendix H9.
~rse

Evaluations

The course evaluation forms (Appendix C) were analyzed iten by
i t...llI as wer . the study habits questionna i =E'_'i.

Only students who were

e nrolled in the experimental and control sections of Psychology 050 in
Fall 1981 were included in the analyses.

Sample size for the groups

varies fran item to item and pre to posttesting due to incarplete
r esponses and failure on the part of sore studP.nts to return carpleted
course evaluations.

Seven items fran the course evaluations (Items 1,

5, 6, 10, 11, 17, and 19) were judged by the experimenter to be of
limited interest to readers outside of the study; hence, analyses for
these i tems are not presented i n this thesi a .

The course evaluatLon

items presented in this section were drawn fran the control group
evaluation forms (Appendix C2) because the terminology was

llDre

generic

than the experimental groups forms.

Item 2.

(On

a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being interesting and 5

being borillg, Psychol ogy 050 was:).

The rating on Item 2 that the

students provided was analyzed using a two-tailed t-test of independent
gcoup rreans.

The obtained t-value failed to reach significance

( t ; .849; df = 47, p>.OS).

The means Qnd st.andard deviations of the

Item 2 ra ti ngs f oc the E'.xperimental and control groups ace presented in
Appendix Il.
Item 3.

(On

as scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being hard and 5 being

easy , W":derstanding the concepts taught. in Psychology 050 were:).

The

rating on Item 3 that each student provided was analyzed using a
two-tailed t-test of independent group means.

The obtained t-value
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failed to reach significance (t

= 1.92;

df

= 47,

p>.05).

The means

and standard deviations of the ltaT. 3 ratings for the experimental and
~~trol

grOUfls are presented in Appendi x

1te:n 4.

(On

a

~ cale

Psychology 050 was:) .

n.

of 1 to 5, with being hard and 5 being easy,

The rating on 1ten 2

~hat

each student

provid~

was analY2ed using a two-tailed t-te5t of independent group means.
The obtained t-value failed to reach sig"ificance (t = .75;
df = 47, p>. 05) .

The neans and standard deviations of the Item 4

r a tings for the experimental and control groups are presented in
Appendix 12.
It"", 7.

(1 believe I can apply sare of the things I learned in

Psychology 050 to other situations, yes or no?).

The data obtained

f ran Iten 7 were ana lyzed using a 2 (treatments) X 3 (response options)
chi-square procedure.
response.

The response options were yes, no, and no

Of the experirrental group students, 27 responded yes, none

r e sponded no, and 2 did not respond.
all 20 students responded yes.

Of the control group students,

No significant effects were found in

the Iten 7 analysis (x:= 1.45; df = 2) .

A surrmary of the chi-square

results is presented in Appendix 12.
1ten 8.

(This class helped in my school work, yes or no?).

The

data obtained fran !ten 8 were analyzed using a 2 (treatments) X 3
(response options) chi-square procedure .
yes, no, and no response.

The response opt.ions were

Of the experimental group students , 27

r e sponded yes and 2 resp0nde:3 no.

Of the control group students, 16

responded yes, 3 responded no, and 1 did 'lOt respond.

No significant

effects were found in the lten 8 analysis (:x~= 2.43; df = 2) .
slm'lMrY of the chi-square results is presented in Appendix 13.

A
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Itan 9.

(I enjoyed this ;lass, yes or no?).

The data obtained

fT.<E I tem 9 ""re analyzei using a 2 (treatJrents) X 2 (response optionsl
d i -square pro..'Erlure .

experimental group

The re sponse optior.s were yes and no.

~ tudent s ,

the control group students,

1)

Of the

28 responded ye s and 1 responded no.
responded ye d and 1 r e sponded 00.

Of
No

significant ef f ects were found i n the Itan 9 analysis (X:' ~ .22; df =
~

summary of the c hi-square results is presented in
Itan 12.

(On a

~ppendix

13.

scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being interesting and 5

being boring, the class materials/ activities were:) .

The ratings on

Item 12 were analyzed using a tIoo-tailed t-test of independent group
rreans .

The obtained t-value failed t o reach significance (t = .23;

.if = 45, p>. 05) .

The rreans and standard deviations of the Item 12

ratings for t he experiorental and control groups are in Appendix 14.
Item 13.

(Fran which did you learn the llOst/ least:

class mate rials/ ac tivities, harework).

discussions,

Both groups ranked discussion

f i rst , class materials/ activities se=nd, and harework third.

The

rreans and n-edians of the student rankings for Item 13 are presented in
~ix

14.

Item 14.
no?) .

(I would recommend Psychology 050 to others, yes or

The data obtained fran Item 14 Wl;re analyzed using a

(treatrrent s) X 3 (response options) chi-square procedure.
options were yes, no, and don ' t lttlow.

The response

Of the experimental group

students, 27 responded yes, none r e sponded

I¥' ,

and 2 responded don't

Of the control group students, 18 responded yes and 2 responded

know.

no.

~

No signi f. icant effect!; werp. found for the Item 14 analysis

(?(~=

4.28; df

in Appendix 15.

=

2).

~ summary of the chi-square results is presented

2~.

ltan 15.
take it?).

(If

there

WE"~e

a follow-up to Psychology 050, loIOuld you

'!be data obtail,oo tran ltan 15 were analyze::! using a 2

(treabrentsi X 4 (response options) chi-square proce::lure.
options were yes, no, maybe, and no r"".x>nse.

The resJXAlse

Of the experiJtental

gro" 9 students , 21 respondP.tj yes, 5 responde::! no, 2 r e sponde::! maybe,
and 1 responded don't know.

Of the control group students, 13

responde::! yes, 5 responded no, and 2 responde::! maybe.

~b

,-,ignif icant

"ffects were found in the Itan 15 aJ",lysis (/<.."'= 1.29; df = 3).

A

sumnary of the chi-square results is presented in Appendix IS.
Itan 16.

(What would you change in course ar.d what Io'Ould you keep
Item 16 was intended to provide the students with the

the sane?).

opper tun i ty to cecalllP.nd
experiIrental group

i~

("~ges

in the course.

Because the

the focus of the study, only data fran the

experiIrental group evaluations are described.

As with prior

descriptive items, the student response,-, are categorize::! according to
the t...r minology used and th"

concept~

represente::!.

Approximately 76

percent of the students reccmrende::! sore type of change.

The data

obtaine::! fran Itan 16 are prescnte::l in Appendix 16.
Itan 18.

(HCM did the class help change the way you think and hCM

you approach tasks?).

Item 18 was intended to gather information

regarding the students reactions to the IE instruction.

Consequently,

only data frar. the experiIrental groups course evaluations are reporte::l.
As with prior descriptive ~t..IlLS, the stl.ident responses were categorize::!

according to the tenninology used and concepts represente::!.

Of the

experiIrental group students, 28 of 29 reporte::! sane type of change in
thiiling.

The data obtained fran Itan 18 are presente::! in Appendix 1"1.

c.'u!pter V
Discussion and Surrmary
Primary Hypot.'lesis
The purpose vf this study was to investigate the potential of IE
for successful use as a cognitive educational intervention pro,ra.-n with
ur.derprepared college studP."ts.

The primary hypothesis stated t.r.at IE

looOuld enhance the thinking and learning skills of underprepared college
students, and thereby

incr~e

satisfactorily in college .

their abilities to achieve

?our specific secondary hypotheses -...ere

developed in order to test the ,;>rimary hypothesis.

The secondary

hypotheses build upon one another and will be restated as they are
discussed.
This c!lapter is divided into three sections.
contains a
hypotheses.
the

dis ~sion

~e

descriptiv~

'Ine first secbon

of the results concerning t.'le four secondary

second section i3 a condensation and presentation of.

Cata obtained fran t.'le study habits quest i onnai.res .cnd

course eval uation :orms.

rrhe third

s~icn

is a sumnarj of tt.e :-asiJ1.ts

and irrplicaticns :or vJture research.
Secondary Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1.

earr..ared to the ccnt::ol grcup, the IE ex;.erimental

group will demcnstrate significantly

gr~ter

abilities to

thir~

and

reason as :neasure::l by the Nonverbal sattery of the Lorge-'rhorndi:<e
L'ltelligence Test.
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'!be COI.'ariate effect for the ! .orge-'1'horndike MKXNA was

signi.ficant.

This finding indicated only that the pretest covariate

and posttest scores were highly correlated

and that the pretest

oovariate accounted tur a signiticant amount of the total variance.
'!be group effect, which was addressed in hypothesis one, was not

significant.

'ibus, the findings of the Lorge--Thorndike analysis did

not support hypothesis one.

There are three interpretations that

separately or together may account for the finding of no signif ~c:ant
between group differences on the Lorge-Thor ndike:
1.

IE, as it was applied in thi s study, is not a valid or

effective method of bringing about changes in thinking and reas.oning
abilities for underprepared college students.
2.

'!be duration of the IE treatment was insufficient to prcduce

the hypothesized changes.
3.

'!be Nonverbal Battery of the Lorge-'l'horndike was not sensitive

to changes that resulted from the IE treatment.
Hypothesis 2.

catpared to the control group, the IE experimental

group will demonstrate a significantly inproved self concept as
measured by the TSCS.

The covariate effect for the TSCS ANCOVA was significant.

This

finding indicated only that the pretest coariate and posttest scores
were highly correlated, and that the pretest oovariate accounted for a
significant amount of the total variance.

'!be group effect, which was

addressed in hypothesis two, was not significant.

Thus, the findings

of the TSCS analysis did not support hypothesis two.

'lbere are three

interpretations that separately or together may account for the finding
of no difference between groupe on the TSCS:
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1.

the

Positive changes in thinking and reasoning did not occur, thus

studen~~

2.

did not perceive themselves differently.

The duration of the IE t.reatlfent was insufficient to prcduce

the hypothesized changes.
3.

'ltlc TSCS was not sensitive to changes that result:ld fran the

IE treatlfent.
Hypothesis 3.

CGrpared to the control group, the

j

"Proved

thinking skills of the IE experimental group will be reflected in a
significantly higher grade point average in the Fall 198J semester, and
the Spring lS22 semester .
The first CPA analysis used three measures derived fran the Fall
1981 CPA data:

(a) overall CPA; (b) CPA with the Psychology 050 course

grade raroved; and (c) CPA with all renedial level course grades
rennved.

'!be AN:NA indicated that L1ere were no significant CPA

dif ferences between groups, thus, hypothesis three was not supported.
However, there was a significant effect across the three measures of
CPA.

'ltle Fall 1981 CPA findin')s indicated that tne inclusion of

renedidl course grades had a significant additive effect upon CPA
across groups.

While these findings are not directly related to the

research question, t.hey do have implications for college renedial
programs as well as raise questions about grade inflati on.
If the renedial courses serve only to inflate the CPA of
underprepared student.s, th<.!ll the purpose and goals of these program<>
will not be net.

However, if the reredial courses provide the

underprepared students with an introduction and gradual assimilation
i.nto college-level coursework, while renediating the students'
deficiencies, then the purpose and goals of the renedial program may be
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fulfilled.

The data fran tnis study indicate

that remedial courses

inflated overall GPA for underprepared students.

Whether the .;tudents

were helped by this grail" inflation is unlikely.
The seoond GPA analysis carparod the overall Fall 1981 GPA and
overall Spring 1982 GPA between the experimental and control groups.
No significant effect was found for groups; thus, hycothesis three was

again not supported.
rreasures of GPA.

However, there was a significant effect for

'!'he post- hoc carparisons revealed that the Spring GPA

of the experimental group was significantly lower
the experimental group.

t~

the Fall GPA for

The GPA of the control group also declined

substantially fran the Fall to the Spring semesters, but the decline
tor that g roup was not significant.

The finding of a significant

decline fo r experimental group GPA fran the Fall to

Spri~g

semesters,

but not for the control group, was the reverse of the hypothesized
r e sult.

There are five interpretations that separately or together may

account for the results of the GPA analyses findings:
1.

The IE treatment did not bring about changes in thinking and

reasoning, thus there was no positive effect upon academic achievement
levels.
2.

The IE treatment actually had a negative e ffect upon the

experimental group students with regard to achievement.
3.

The control t r · 'atment provided needed directive help in

college ·survival skills· which the students in the experimental group
did not receive through IE instruction.
4.

The finding was due to extraneous variabl"s and not dirdCtly

attributable to the independent variable.
5.

The Spring 1982 mean GPA across groups was significaUy lower
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:nan the Fall 19Q1 aean GPA because the Spring GPI\ had not been
inflated by rerredial course grades.
'·'it.h regard to the GPA analyses findings, it should be noted that
the GPA of 'x>th groups declined when rerredial course grades were
raroved .
semesters.

GPA for both groups declined also frun the Fall to Spring
Significant GPA differences were across groups, not beb<een

groups.
Hypothesis 4.

Carpared to the control group, the i"Proved

thinking skills and higher grade point average of the IE experimental
group will result in a significantly lower attrition rate in the Spring
1982 and Fall 1982 s emesters.
The attrition rates for the experimental and control groups were
carpared for the Sl-'ring and Fall semesters of 1982.

No significant

effect was found for groups, consequently, hypothesis four was not
supported.

An interesting finding was that although rore than 90

pero-.nt of the students returned for the Spring 1982 semester; only 65
percent of the experimental group

and 63 percent of t!'le control group

were enrolled at western i n the Fall 1962 semester.

This 65 percent

matriculation rate is higher than western 's average matriculation rate
of 40 percent over four years; but it remains to be seen if there will
be further attrition over the next three years.

The explanation for the

cur~ent

attrition rate finding is

dependent on the previous findings for GPA.

Simply stated, many of the

underprepared students in both groups were apparently failing in their
regular ooursework; therefore, they did not return for the Fall 1982
semester.

There are two interpretations that separately or together

may account for the results of the attrition rate analysis:
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1.

The IE treatment did not result in changes in thinking skills

or academic achievement levels; thus, there was no effect upon
attrition rates.
2.

The duration o f the IE treatment was insufficient to bring

about the changes necessary to have a signifi.cant effe<.:t on the
attrition rate o f the experimental group.
Descriptive Data
The discussion of the descripti'.re data wi ll be divided acoor.ding to
the source of the data:
evaluation forms .

study habits questionnaires anJ oourse

'ltle only significant difference between groups

invnlved the number of study hours per week and will be discussed
first.
fonn a

'ltle da ta fran the study habits questionnaires will be used to
de~r iption

of study habits and attitudes toward study for

students in both groupa.

The data fran the course evaluations will be

used to describe the experimental group students' reactions to IE
instruction,

anu oontrol

grouv students' reactions to the Psychology

050 course as it was taught.
Study Habits Questionnaires
The only significant finding concerned the number of weekly study
hour,; r e ported f or high school, anticipated collage study hours, and
those college s tudy hours reported on the posttest.

/\cross the three

l e vels o f study hours, the .. ><perimental group anticipated and reported
studying more hours per week than did the control group.

Taken

separately, the reported number of weekly college study hours for each
group was not significantly different, according to the post-hoc
carpar isons.
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No other between group ccrrparisons on the study habits data were

found to be significant; consequently, thl! reasons f or a difference on
the study hours dirrension are not clear.
~re:

Three possible explanations

(a) in light of the GPA findings reported previously, the

experirrental group may have found it necessary to study more; (b) the
experirrental group students mal' have applied themselves more diligently
to their sbldies; and/or (c) the differences may be due to extraneous

variables and not directly attributable to the independent variable.
Students in both groups had mixea attitudes toward reading.

At

least 55 percent of students in both groups liked to read tor pleasure,
but only 21 percent of the students in the experirrental group and 17
percent of the students in the oontrol grC'llp li I(ed t o read for school.
This may be an unfortunate attitude, since at least 83 percent of
students in both groups reported on the posttest questionnaires that
they ...ere reading more for school than at the beginning of the
serester.
Nei ther group of students revealed a strc-,ng opini on ooncerning
their feelings toward studying.

The mean ranking of dislike toward

studying on a 1 to 10 scale was between four and five for both groups,
on both the pretest and posttest questionnaires.

A ranking of five on

a 1 to 10 scale would usually be considered "no opinion.·
There was no clear-cut concept by ei ther group about the rreaning
of "study."

Learning was the most frequently rrentioned term in the

students' Jefinitions, with oontent beLlg the second most: frequent
response.

Students in both groups appear to have a vague understanding

of what it rreans to study.
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Consistent with their diverse understanding of the concept oe
study, students in both groups mentioned a ve.riety of methods when
describing hooI they study.
r e"' :ling, but

Wi\S

mentioned by no m::>re

in either group.
organiza ~ ion,

The m::>st frequently mentioned metho:l was
tr.~

,9 percent of the students

The students' study metho:ls usually lacked

and only one student in each group mentioned a specific

study procedure (SQ3Rl.

Despite their generally poor study habits,

many of the students responding on the posttest questionnaire CClIDlented
on the importance and necessity of studying in

ooll~e.

Course Evaluations
The majority of the students in the experimental group and the
control groups f ound their

instruc ~ion

to be i nteresting.

Understanding the concepts presented in cla,':; was sonawhat m::>re
dif f icult for the students in the experimental group than for those in
the control group.

The greater difficulty in Wlderstanding the class

concepts may reflect the abstract

natur~

of IE instruction.

gr.oup considered their respective courses to be difficult.

Neither
lloth groups

believed they could apply the principles learned in class to other
non-eCiucational situations.
the experimant a.l group

Ninety-three percent of the students in

and 80 percent of the students in the control

group reported that the course had helped in their schoolwork.

Only

one student in each group reported that they did not enjoy the course.
Neither group expressed a strong opinion concerning the materials
used in class.

II.t least four students in the experimental group were

Unl'SWY with the IE >!orksheets and considered them to be too "inple.
Both groups reported that they learned the m::>st fran class discussion,
with class materials ranked second

and haneo.lOrk third.

More than 90
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percent of the students in I-oth groups reported that they would
rf!oanmend the course to others.
the experinental group

Seventy-two percent of the students in

and 65 percent of the students in the control

group reported that they

would take a follo.>-up course if it were

offered.
Seventy-five percent of the stuoents in the experimental group
reoanmended sane type of change in the course.

The three !lOst frequent

suggestions were to (a) discard or change the IE Io'Orksheets, (b) expand
the class to a full sem:ster,

anu

(c) have !lOre discussion.

In the

experimental group, 28 of 29 students reported that the class had
helped change the wav they think and approach tasks.

The factocs that

erergoo. !lOst frequently in the experimental group responses were
greater efficiency and less impulsivity in their task approaches.
Sumnary

This study has investigated use of Feuerstein's Instrumental
Enricturent program with underprepared college students.

Four specific

secondary hypotheses were fomulated in orde r to test the primuy
hypothesis of enhanced thinkinc; and learning ski lls for underprepared
college students through the use of IE.

Analysis of the dependent.

variables drawn fran the secondary hypotheses revealed

(a) no

Significant gcoup differences on the Nonverbal Battery of the
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test; (b) no significant group differences
on the TSCS total P score; (e ) nc significant

gro~

dif.ferences for two

analyses of GPA; and (d) no significant differences between groups in
attrition rate across two semesters.
Data gathered fran study habits questionnaires were also analyzoo
for group differences.

The only significant dif.ference between groups
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indicate:1 that the experinental group anticipate:1 anrl nporte:1 studying
rrore hours per week in college than did the control group.
data suggeste' I that rrost of the students in hnth

g~oups

Descriptive

are antlivalent

toward study; are l Lnite:1 in their understanding of the lroani ng of
study; arp. not efficient or effective in their study habits ; but are
aware of the need to study in college.
Data

gather~

fran course evaluation forms indicate that students

in both groups found the cl asses to be relatively easy, enjoyable, and
useful.

'nle majority of the students in the IE ""lkrinental group

report that IE instruction has been interesting and that their thinking
and ::.pproach to tasks changed due to the IE intervention.

Most

students would be intereste:1 in a follow-up course, if available; a
small nurOOer of students in the experinental group considered the IE
worksheets to be too sint>listic.
Conclusion.

'nle findings of this study do not support the primary

hypothesis-namely, that IE would enhance the thinking and learning
skills of Wlderprepared college students and, thereby, increase their
abilities to achieve satisfactorily in college .

One or

following L'!!:"", .interpretations may account for the

rro ~e

~inding

of the

of n'J

treatment effect:
1.

IE, as it was applied in this study, is not a valid or useful

co;Jnitive educational intervention with underprepared college students.
2.

'nle duration of the IE treatment was not sufficl ent to produce

the hypothesized changes in t hinking and learnin9 skills.
3.

'nle evaluation inst.runents used in the study were not

sensi t i ve to changes in the experinental group students , if in fact
changes did occur.
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The acceptance or rejection of any of these interpretations

without further research "",uld be premature and speculative.

r.- ,

It should

noted that the original premise behind the lis e of IE with

underprepared college students

W2J3

supported.

NanEly, that many

underprepat°ed s tudents function as r e tarded perfomers wit h regard to
colle~e

academic performance .

Deficits in achievarent, notivation, and

academic skills are apparent in the data gathered during this study.
Although the use of IE as a cognitive educational intervention was not
supported in this study, many questions remain unanswered.

The

following section addre sses the implications for future research.
Irrplications
1.

Future research s hould investigate whether increased duration

of treatsrent will result in the cognitive changes hypothesized for the
IE program .

Those individuals currently engaged in IE research believe

that a rnininun of 30 hours of IE instruction roost be conducted in or:ler
to oegin cognitive change (D.L. Redfield, personal camunication,
October 19£2).

Thus, it is suggested that further use of IE with

college students should be extended to at least a full senester course .
2.

Future researr.h should apply or develop evaluation instruments

that are nore .;eositive to, and apptopriate foe, the hypoth"tlcal
effects of IE .

~or

exanple , self concept may be changed throllgh IE

instruction , but the change

ma~'

be too subtle and slow for accurate

asse ssrent in a short term, pre-post study.

'lddi tionally, appropriate

eva luation instrumentation has been one of the primary nethodological
problems in prior IE research (R. Arbitman-Smith , IE IoOOrkshop, March
1982).
of

Appropriate evaluation instrunentation might include measures

(a) critical thinking, (b) iormal-operational thought, (c) proolem
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solving, (d) analytic/evaluative thought, (e) reflective versus
inp.1lsive task approach, (f) locus of com:.rol, and/or (g) attribu;:'ion.
3.

Fut ure IE research with un<ierpr"!parEXI coUege sU'.dents should

look carefully at !:he posaibil!.ty of a "survival skills" issue.

That

is, underpreparEXI students may neEXI to be instructEXI in basic study
techniques and social skills in order to "survive" their first academic
year before they are exposed to a cognitive EXlucaticnal program.
4.

Future research should consider c:arDining IE instruction with

more "traditional" remedial courses.

It is suggested that basic

"survival" skills are neEXled to achie\lo e-.'en margina : ly in college, and
that higher order cognitive skills are necessary to successfully
carplete college.

A rultiditrensional course or courses would be

consistent with the emphasis placed on ranedial programs by Cross
(1976) and Roueche and Snow (1977).

The IE course could be coordinated

with a study skills course that applied the principles developed in IE,

e.g., planning, organization, orientation .
5.

Future research with college students should select a wider

variety of IE instrunent pages, or develop alternative strategies.

The

concepts and principles discussed at the first year IE level were not
too sinplistic for the underprepared college students, but sotre
students regarded the illstrunent pages as childlike or partronizing.
Carefully selected pages f ran the second and third year IE instrUtrents
would prove more appropriate with college students .

Another

alternative is to use the IE instructional format in a ",:ontent" course
(e.g., Eng':'ish, math, psychology) and :JSe the courSP. material rather
than the regular IE instrUtrents to build principles and bridges.
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6.

Regarding the C:;PA findings, tutnre t 'egparch and prograllS in

the college rene:iial field should carefully consider the purpose,
goals, and effectiveness of the resredial prograln.

If the reoedial

clas~ serve only to inflate. the GPA of underprepared students, the
resredial pr(.(jr.am nay be prov:'ding underprepared stud<!nts with
unrealistic expectations about college coursework.
7.

Finally, in future research with underprepared OC'Illege

students, altecnative CPI net:1Ods for inplementation or carparison with
IE instruction may need to be consinered.
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Appendix A

Def icient Cogni~iV2 Functions (Feuerstein, 1980)

Input:
1.

Blurred and sweeping perc.;option

2.

Unplanned, iI.p.llsive, and unsyst;eroatic exploratory behavior

3.

Lack of, or iapaired, receptive verbal tools and concepts
which affect discrimination

4.

Lack of, or iapai red , spatia l orientation, includinc; the lack
of stahle systems of reference which iapair the organization
of space

5.

Lack of, or iapaired, teIr{Xlral orientation

6.

Lack of, or inpaired, conservation of constancies (Le., in
size, shape. quantity, orientation) across variaticns in
certain dirrensions of the perceived object

7.

Lack of, or deficient need for, precision and accuracy in
data gathering

8.

Lack of, or inpaired capaci ty br considering two sources of
information at once, reflected in dealing with data in a
piecemeal fashion rather than as a unit of organized facts

Elaboration:
1.

Inadequacy in experiencing the existence of an actual problem
and subseqUently defining it

2.

Inability to select relevant, as ~ to irrelevant,
cues in defining a problem
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3.

Lack of spontaneous ~atiV€ behavior or limitatioo of
its appearance in a restri::teJ. U"ld of needs

4.

Narro.mess of the mental field

5.

Lack of, or ilrpair.u, need for sUlll1lative behavior

6.

Difficulties in projecting virtual relatiooships

7.

Lack at orientation tcMard the need for logical evidence

as an interactional nooality with one 's objectal and social

environaent
8.

Lack of, or limited, interiorization of one's behavior

9.

Lae i< of, or rest=icted, inferential-hypothetical thinking

10.

testing
Lack of, or ir.pa ired , strategies for hypothesis

11.

Lack of, or inpaired, planning behavior

12.

Non-elaboration of certain cognitive categories because the
necessary labels either are not part of the individual's
verbal inventory on the receptive level or are not rrobilized
at the expressive level

~tput:

1.

Egocentric oammunicational modalities

2.

Blocking

3.

Trial and error responses

4.

Lack of, or inpaired, verbal tools for oammunicating
adequately elabora ted respo.lses

5.

Deficiency of visual transport

6.

Lack of, or inpaired, need for precision and accuracy in
camunicating one's response

7.

lI!pllsive acting-out behavior, affecting the nature of the
oammunication process

Appendix B
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l\W.ndix Bl
preteSt Study ;labits Questionnaires
~tudy lIabi ts

NaIre :

(1)

DO yoo like to read?

(2)

for schOOl?

(3)

for pleasure?

(4)

What is study?

(5)

lICM nany houre. per week did yoo study in high school?

(6)

lICM nany hoors per week do you anticipate studying in oollege?

l'i)

On a scale of 1 to 10. hawi llUch do yoo dislike studying?

Like

1

2

3

4

(8) Describe hawi yoo studY:

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dislike
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E2§.tteS t Study !labi ts auestio.maires
S'ND'i HABITS

(1)

Are yoo raading tIOre or less than you did before entering college?

(2)

!Ire

( 3)

Are yoo reading tIOre

(4)

What is study?

yC/J

reading tIOre or less for school?
0 ."

less for pleasure?

(5)

BCfW many hoUrS per week do yoo 0CI<i study?

(6)

on a scale of 1 to 10. hCM !lIlch do yoo disl ike studying?
Like

(7)

(8)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dislike

Describe hCJoo/ yoo studY:

BCfW have yoor attitudes tCJ,o/ard studying changed?
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Experimental Group Course Evaluation furm
COORSE EVAUJA'rION 050

(1 )

My

reasons for t<:king this course are :

(2)

This course has been :

1 2 3 4 5

interesting
(3 )

Understanding the =ncepts in class was:
hard

(4)

boring

12345

easy

This c lass was :
hard

1

2

3

4

easy

5

(5)

I fOWld it hard to par ticipate in class discussions.
If no, why not?

(6)

The harewor k had little to do with the class.
or why not?

(7)

I believe I can apply sate of the principles learned in this class
to other si tuations . If so, hoIot?

(8)

Thi s class has helped in my school work.
why not?

(9)

I' ve enjoyed this class.

'les or No.

If yes, why?

True or False.

True or False.

Why or

Why or why not?

(10) The instructor was:

weH-prepared

1

2

3

4

5

underpcepared

(11) n ,e i nstructor had a good grasp of the infoC1ll3.tion.
Why or why not?
(12) The worksheets were:
interesting

1

2

3

4

5

boring

Why

'les or No?
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(13) Rank the s e depending on which yoo learned the I1I)st fran:
discu~s ions

worksheets

(14) I would reccmrend th is course to others.

harework
Why or why not?

(15) If there ...,re " follO'W-up to Instrunental Enrichment, w;,uld you
take it? Why or why not?

•
(16) What woold yoo change in the course and what would you keep the
same?

(17) HOooI could yoor instructor irrprove?
(18) H"" did the class help change tne way yoo think and
approach tasks?
(19)

Addi tional Oamments:

t.""

yoo
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Control Group <;our~ Evaluation Form
Q)URSE EVAWATION PSYCHOU:X;Y 050

(1)

What were your reasons for taking psychology 050?

(2)

On a scale of 1 to 5 , (l=interest ing; 5=boring) psychology 050

was:
inte resting
(3)

2

3

4

5

boring

On a scale ot 1 to 5, (l=hard; 5=bori.ng) understanding the
concepts taught in Psychology 050 was:

hard
(4)

1

1

2

3

4

5

easy

On a scale of 1 to 5, (l=hard; 5=easy ) Psychology 050 was:

hard

1

2

3

4

5

easy

(5)

1 found it hard to participate in class discussions.
Ii no, why not?

(6)

The hc.Ire«Ork had li ·~ tle to do with the class .
why not?

(7)

I bel ieve I can apply sore of the things I learned in psychology
050 to other situations. Ye s or no? Why or why not?

(8)

This class helped 1n my school work.

(9)

I enjoyed this class.

Yes or no?

If yes, why?

Yes or No?

Yes or no?

Why or

Why or why not?

Why or why not?

(10) On a scale of 1 to 5, (l=well-prepared; 5--unprepared) the
instructor was:
well-prepared

1

2

3

4

5

unprepared

(11) The in~tructor had a good grasp of the information.
Why or why not?

Yes or no?

lOS
(12) On a scale of 1 to 5, (l=interesting; 5=boring) the class
materials/ activities were:
interesting
(13)

1 2 3 4 5

boring

Fran which did you learn the roost:
discussions
class materials/ activities
hatework
Fran which did you learn the least:

discussior.s
class material/activities
hatework
(14) I would recanrend Psychology 050 to others.

Why or why not?

(15) If there were a follow-up tc Psychology 050, would you take
Why or why not?

j

t?

(16) What would you change in the course and what would you keep the
sane?

(17)

How could your ins tructor inprovE:?

(18)

How d i d the class help cl>ange the way you t'link and how you
approach tasks?

(19) Additional comments:
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1\pgelldi)( D
~(~ttee Meeting List of Principles

1.

Qro,lani za tion
A.

'l'irre-hOoI to use it effectively

B.

Resources-hOoI to identify them, hOoI to use them

c.

Goals--establish prlorities

D.

Life in general--W•.ere have you been?
Wher e are yoo na.I?

11 .

Where are you going?

(Also touches on orientation)

E.

EnvirOl1llent--roan,::ar clothes, etc .

F.

HarewOrk and classes

G.

\'/orks, tasks, an.; study

Orientati on
A.

Information--Do you seek it out?
it? Evaluate it?

Ignore :t?

Receive it only?

Process

What kind of information?

How

does it relate to you?
B.

Friends-where do you stand?

How do you relate to them?

At

what level?

c.

Perception of self--How do you appear to others?
wish to appear?

How do you

What influencP-s these perceptions?

Actions,

reactions; Where they si t, hOoI they si t, clothes they wear.
D.

Perceptions of others-Friends, parent, classmates,
instrucl ors; em:>tional reactions to them both positive and
negative; social skills

E.

College environnent--wI1y are you here?
do you fit in?

What purpose?

What is relevance to yo;r world.?

hope to accatplish (goals)?

Where

WI:. :- do you

III
F.

Strangers-'I1lere are many of them on
and instructols.

cauplS,

both students

C<m yoo change that orientation to make

them friends?
G.

World and Society-Your culture, are there other cultures?
Where are yoo in relation to ':hem?

Can they be explored?

Can they be incorporated?
Ii.

Reading an" information gathering--Saootimes for pleasure,
sanetimes for information and content, sanetimes

(and

often)

outside of classroom
I.

Student as learner and teacher~ yoo be a resource, help
saneone?

J.
III.

catrplS-How do yoo get <u:ou.1d:!

catparisons
A.

Similarities and Differences
1.

to other people

2.

to life in o:>llege and life at hcue (haresickness?)

B.

It:>tivation-intrinsic vs. extrinsic

C.

Information

1.

genera~

2.

relevant vs. irrelevant

3.

iJrportant vs. uniJrportant

vs. specific

D.

Goals--long-te:cm vs. short term

E.

Likes and Dislikes
1.

pecple

2.

classes

3.

instructors

4.

activities

rv.

Analysis
A.

B.

C.

Analytical reasoning
1.

analog ies

2.

relationships

3.

again similarities and differences

U:Jg kal Though t

1.

deductive and inductive

2.

logical progression fran one idea/task to another

3.

&eqUencing

Problem solving
1.

identification of ploblem/task/goal

2.

generation of alternatives, strategies, possible

solutions,
3.

brainsto~ng

decision oaking--dec iding among alternatives, relevant
and irrelevant information, =rrect and incorrect,
realistic and unrealistic

D.

4.

inplementation-strategy is used

5.

evaluation of. decision and process

Need for precision in identification, camunication, and

problem solv ing in orde r to be effective
E.

Relevant and irrelevant information and =nsiderations

F.

Critica' Thinking-evaluation and analysis

G.

Hypoche tical Thinking--if this, then what?

Appendix E
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Appendix E

Course OUtlin ... for Experimental Group

-

Note:

The following is a generalized list of topics, instrument pages,

pri~ciples, and hCJ1&lOrk.

pr",sentation.

The list follows the approJ(imate order of

Hooever, since discussion j.s a vital element in the IE

class, the actual information and topics discussed varied bet_en
classes and class periods .

All worksheets pages were drawn fran the

first year IE instrwnents.

The principles, instrument pages, anC

hCJnewor k that _re found to be ncst useful have been marked with an
aste ris k (0).

A.
Introduction to IE program.
• Page:

Organization of Dots, cover page

• Principle: I t is necessary to organize for efficiency, convenience,
and understanding. All kinds of things can be organized.
• Principle: Man illposes order on the universe. Cbject and events are
separate until man organizes them according to relationships that he
dete nnines.
• Hanework : The students _re asked to outline a chapter that was
assigned in another class. They were to organize the main ideas and
points in t he chapter.

B.

Introduced planning elements frail teacher's manual

• Page:

Organization of Dots, page 1

• principle : when we are precise and specific in definitions and other
th i ngs, it means exactly the same thing to every one (lTI?.aning is
universal). Precise definitions indicate exactly what we are talking
about.
Hanework: The students were asked to use the planning elements and
develop a study plan in outline form.
C.

Discussed hanework, the need for planning, and the relevance of the
class .
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Page:

*
*

Finished page 1, organization of dots.

Principle:

We often no.ed to plar. before beginning a task.

Principle: It is often necessary to confo rm, but we must evaluate
and think in order to W\derstand.
ti;:mework:

none

D.
Presented the problem solving rrodel drawn fran the teacher's manual.
Page:

Organization of dots, page 3.

Principle: We can make a decision on what to do, and the order in
which we do it for a var iety of reasons.

* Principle:
solving.

We should always follow certain guidelines in problem

* Hanework: The students were asked to apply

the problem solving rrodel
to sane problem, ques tion, or plzzle concerning them.

E.

*

Page :

Clrganization of dots, page 2

* Principle: SaretiJres we have tasks which have no cues to help us
solve them, so we have to develop our own strategy.
Hanework: Students were asked to catplete pag~ 2, write out their
difficulties with the page, and write out the strategies they used to
catple te it .

F.

*

Page:

*
*

Principle:

Orientation in Space, cover page
There are many alternative paths to reach a goal.

Principle: Deciding on a path requires defining thd goal, one's
current posit ion, and available routes.

Principle : There is a necessity for eliminating trial-and-error
behavior by deciding on a path and making a plan.

* General principle: It is necessary to think carefully and review all
alternative before reaching a decision.
Harework: The students were asked to make a chart, in which theY used
thems...lves as reference points. They were to chart their present
location (college), what led them there, and whe.ce they were going.
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G.
Page:

Orientation in Space, page 9

• Principle: We all are different for a variety of reasons, and in
order to truly understand another's viewpoint, it is often necessary to
put younelf in the pesi tion of the other.
HQ~rk:
TI~ students we re give page 10 of Orientation in Space and
asked to write out a description of the page, and then describe what is
happening cn the page .

H.
• Page:

Orie ntation in Space, page 10

* Principle: In order to understand another person's behavior, we must
know where they are caning fran.
Hcmework :

None

I.

• Page:

Crnparison, cover page

*

Principle:
judgrrents.

Con\>arison is at

~le

basis for all of our decisions and

* Hcmewor,: The s tudents were asked to COlpIlre psychology 050 class
wi th any o ther class along ten characteristics determining in what they
were the same and different .
.J.

Page:

Carparison , page 2

Principle: When you make croparisons, it is necessary to consider
inclusive and exclusive ~'Dncepts
Harework:

The students were asked to carplete pages 9 and 10 of

Canpari sons.

K.
Pages:

Comparisons, page 9 and 10

* Principle : In order to compare, we must distinguish both
similarities and differences.
• Principle: Sanetimes ·,hen comparing, we must first establish our
parameters of comparison before we start the process.
HOlV:MOrk:

None

L.
• Pages:

Analytic Perception, cover page and page 3.

• Principle: When we do not understand sanething, we often atteTpt to
interpret the environment or analyze so we can derive meaning.

11;
• Principle: In order to communicate effectively and for true.
understanding, we mlSt ask for clarification if necessary.
• Hanework: The students were instructed to ask a teacher for
clarification on something in class, homework, or a test quest;on.
They were then to write a short, specific description of what the
questions was and how they enae..vored to have it answered.

M.
Sumnary class: Reviewed harewcrk and Analytic Perception instn.aIent;
briefly reviewed the different instruments covered in class and topics
in each; arphasized to students that they practice and apply the
principles and skills developed in the class.
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Appendix F
Lorge-Thorndike AtONA:

if and SD

ExperiIrental

Control

(n=29)

(n=36)

X

95.48

99.72

SD

n.72

17.93

X

99.84

104.04

SD

11.73

14.63

101. 74

102.51

Statistic

Pretest

Posttest

Ad j u.s ted Posttes t
X

Note.
effect.

The posttest scores have been correctEd 4.4 points for practice
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'!'SCS ANJNA:

if and SO

Experinental

Control

(n=29)

(n=36)

332.48

328.86

30.97

27.55

if

336.93

.i 32.56

SO

25.88

13.38

335.53

333.70

Statistic

Pretest
X

SO
Posttest

Adjusted Posttest
X

Appendix H
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Study Habits Pretest Iten 1 :

Chi-Square SUIlIlI1I.rY

Response

Group

Yes

No

Experimental

1"

6

8

o

COntrol

16

5

13

1

(X' = 1.9U,

elf

= 3,

Saretimes

No Choice

n.s.)

Study Habits Iten 2:

Chi-Square Sunmary

Response

Group

Yes

No

Saretimes

Experimental

6

11

11

3

COntrol

6

14

9

2

(x.""

= .76, df = 3, n.s.)

No Oloice

Appendix H2
Stu~

!labits pretest Item 3:

Chi-Square Sumnary

Response

Group

Yes

No

SCmetines

Experinental

16

5

8

Control

22

3

7

(X"- : l.33, <it : 2, n . s.)

Study !labi ts Posttest Item 1 :

Chi-Square Sumnary

Response

Group

t-bre

Less

Same

Experinental

18

2

1

Control

23

3

3

(x,.:

. 54, df : 2, n.s . )
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§ t udY Habits klsttest Item 2 :

Chi-square SUI'IIl\aly

--------------------------------------------Response

Group

lot;)re

~s s

Exper iJrental

21

o

o

Control

25

3

2

<X

= 3.88, df = 2, n.s.)

Study Habits Posttest Item 3:

Chi-Square SUnmary

Response

Group

lot;)re

Less

ExperiJrental

7

11

3

Control

9

20

1

<X"'=

2.33, df = 2, n.s.)

Appendix H4

Study llabits Pretest Items 5 & 6, Posttest Item 5 :

Exper~ntal

Statistic

X and SO

Control

(n=21)

(n=21)

X

7.81

7.00

SO

4.62

4.01

X

16.24

11.14

SO

9.75

5.21

X

16.76

12. 29

SO

9.60

6.50

HS hrs

AC hrs

RC hrs
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Study Habits {'retest Item 7. Posttest Item 6:

SourCf"

df

55

S\lIlIllaIY of AN:NA

F

p

.31

n.8.

41

125.82

Groups

1

.96

.96

Error

40

124.86

3.12

42

108.50

Levels

1

3.44

3.44

1.31

n.s.

Groups
by Levels
Interaction

1

.02

.02

.01

n.5.

40

105.04

2.63

83

234.32

Between

Within

Error

'rotal
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~tudy Habits Pretest Item 7. Posttest Item 6: X and SO

Experirteotal

Control

(0=211

(n=Zll

X

4.86

5.09

SO

1.90

1.04

X

5.29

5.48

SO

1.65

2.02

Statistic

Pretest

Posttest
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Response % of Study Habits ?retest and posttest Item 4

EKp!?rilOOntal

COntrol

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

(n=29)

(0=21)

(n=36)

(n=3(1)

learn

41%

57%

47%

47%

speci Eic content

34%

48%

36%

30~

7%

24%

11%

3%

read

17%

19%

8%

17%

review

10%

19%

17%

23%

7%

19%

0

3%

14%

10%

6%

23%

analyze

0

10%

0

0

rretOrize

7%

5%

6%

10%

10%

0

17%

0

reaenbE>r

3%

0

8%

7%

thinking

3%

0

3%

0

concentrate

3%

0

11%

10%

purfX)SeEul (e.g. grades)

7%

0

6%

7%

assigf'Jlent

7%

0

3%

3%

\OIOrk/effort

7%

0

8%

23%

treditation

3%

0

0

0

observation

0

0

3%

0

outline/write/notes

3%

0

3%

0

category

carprehension

procedure
general knowledge

tiIre
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Appendix H7 (continued)

EKperirrental

category

Increase 10
class preparation
self-discipline
listen

Note.

Control

Pre

Posl

Pre

Post

(n=29)

(n=21)

(n=36)

(0=30)

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

3%

o

o

7%

o

7%

o

3%

Each category is either a term that a student use:'! or a conoept

iaplied in thei r response.
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Response % of Study !labi ts Pretest I t an 8! Posltest Itan 7

Control

Exper i:rental

Post

pre

Post

(n=29)

(n=21)

(n=36)

(n=30)

read (book, notes etc.)

59%

57%

44%

53%

re'Ji~

1H

43%

25%

40%

highlight/ notes/ outline

211%

29%

28%

23%

7%

19%

11%

10%

10%

19%

8%

0

7%

20~

17%

27%

21%

14%

17%

17%

quiet

3%

10%

17%

27%

music/ IV

7%

10%

11%

7%

lrem:>rize

24%

10%

11%

7%

work with others

7%

5%

3%

0

carprehend

7%

5%

8%

3%

SQ3R

0

5%

0

3%

knowledge

0

0

3%

0

learn

3%

0

3%

3%

resrember

3%

0

8%

0

think

3%

0

3%

0

imaging

3%

0

0

0

gather materials

7%

0

0

0

Pre

Category

quizzing
time
isolation
repetition
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~ndix H8

(continued)

Centrol

E:xperinental

Pre

Post

Pre

Pc.st

(n=29)

(n=21)

(0=36)

(n=30)

assignments/hamework

3%

3%

7%

adjust surroundings

o
o

o
o
o

11%

10%

11%

3%

category

concentrate

Note.

Fach category is either a term that a student used or a concept

implied in their re sponse.
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p,ppendi)( H9

~~ponse % of Study Habits Posttest Item 8

--------------------------------------------exper irrenta1
(n=21 )

Control

(n=30)

category

no change ill attitude
pas i t i ve/like
negative/ do not li.ke
have to/ necessary
rrore ser i ous

19%

13%

24%

17%

5%

10%

19%
0
0

3tUdY rrore
rrore i.JrpJctan t
rror e difficul t

5%
10%
14\

haS pll1>OSE'

en joy learning rrore
Not e.

5%

37%
7%
23%
10%
10%
3%
0

Each category i s either a term t hat a s tudent used or a concept

irrelied in their response.
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Course Evaluation Item 2:

Statistic

X and

Experinental

Control

(n=29)

(11'"20)

1.93

2.15

.92

.81

X

SO

Course Evaluation Item 3:

Statistic

X

SO

SO of Ranking9

X and

SO of Rankings

Experinental

Control

(n=29)

(n=20)

3.66

4.20

.94

1.06
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12
Course !':Valuation Ito;rn 4:

Po

X and

SO of Rankin'll!
control

Exper iIrental

(n=20)

(n=29)
sutistic

4.45

4.28
X

.83

.75
SO

Course Evaluation Item 7:

Chi-square Sl1l!lDa£{
ReSponse

Group

ExpeL" iIrental

Yes

27

20
Control

(')C =1 .45, df = 2, n.s.)

No

o
o

No Response

2

o
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Course Evaluation Iten 8:

Chi-Squar.., Surrrnary

Response

Yes

No

E:<perirrental

27

2

o

Control

16

3

1

Group

(x.: = 2.43,

df

= 2,

No Response

n.s.)

Course Evaluation, Iten 9:

Chi-Square Sunmary

Response

Group

Yes

No

Exper irrental

28

1

Control

19

1

(x:-= .22, df = 1, n.s.)
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Course Evaluation I \:E!ID 12:

:- and SO of Rankings

Exper iIrent al

Control

(n=28)

(n=19)

X

2.39

2.32

So

1.23

.82

Statistic

Course Evaluation Item 13:

X

and /otin of Rankings

Exper iIrental

Control

(n=22)

(n=19 )

X

1.09

1. 31

/otin

1.05

1.18

X

2.36

2.05

/otin

2.40

1.85

X

2.55

2 .63

/otin

2.55

2.63

Statistic

Discussion

Materials

Harework
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Course Evaluation Iten 14:

Chi-Square Sumnary

Response

Group

Yes

No

Experimental

27

f)

2

Control

I ;'

2

a

('X."" =4.28,

df = 2 ,

Do

not knc:r.I

n.s.>

Course Evaluation !ten 15:

OIi-Square Sumnary

Response

Group

Yes

No

Experimental

21

Control

13

(X:""= 1.29, df = 3, n.S. >

Maybe

No Response

5

2

I

5

2

a
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Response % of Experirrental Group:

Course Evaluation 1ten 16

%

category

change
no d.ange
no re discussion
set goals and purpose of class clearly
change to full semester c..,urse
add hate\olork and worksheets

l e ss hate\olork
change/ discard worksheets
better hateIoIork assignments

Note.

(n=29 )

76%
24%
14%

3%
14%

3%
3%
14%
3%

Each category is ei ther a tenn that a student used or a concept

implied in their response .
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Appendix I7

Response % of Experimental Group:

Course Evaluation Item 18

%

Category

(n=29)

think before acting
21%

different way of approaching tasks

17%

different outlook

10%

think more rati onally/ constructively
7%

different perspective

7%

different strategies

7%

different alt ernatives

7%

!lOre open-minded

7%

think more

7%

"look" at things more carefully

7%

gathering a ll the facts
more speci f ic
how to ask questions

problem-solving steps
def initions
talking it out
corne up with other ideas
more Ot"ganized

7%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

Note. Each categorj is either a term that a student used Or a concept
inplied in their response.

